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FOREWORD
It is with great pleasure and pride we welcome you to the 16th edition of Indian
Ceramics Asia. It is because of your sheer conviction and confidence in Messe
Muenchen India and Unifair Exhibition Service that we have been able to orchestrate
Indian Ceramics Asia year after year.
Together, you and us have come a long way, opening eminent avenues for the overall
Indian ceramics and brick industry. This year, we are at a threshold of unchartered
and extraordinary circumstances. The world has turned its attention to India to
reinstate its position as a global leader in the ceramics sector.
Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 will facilitate a nonpareil platform for the Indian ceramic
and brick industry at large bringing in procurers and buyers from various parts of the
globe to the hub on the Indian ceramic industry – Gujarat.
Gandhinagar has always been the ideal place to be for the ceramics and brick
industry in India for many years. Messe Muenchen India is happy to once again offer
the opportunity for exhibitors and visitors to meet, greet and do business face to
face. A face-to-face trade fair is an ideal platform for exhibitors to showcase their
latest innovations and get a strong foothold in the market.
We are certain that the 3-day event will open doors to numerous business
opportunities. We wish you all good luck with the show.

Mr. Bhupinder Singh
Chief Executive Officer
Messe Muenchen India Pvt. Ltd.
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Mr. Ken Wong,
General Manager
UNIFAIR Exhibition Service Co., Ltd.

WORDS OF WELCOME
Heartiest greetings from the Indian Ceramic Society
(InCerS). InCerS is the oldest professional body in the field
of ceramics in India and has more than 2000 members in
and out of India. Our Society promotes the advancement
of ceramic science, arts and technologies by bringing into
close contact those engaged in these pursuits, publishing
scientific and technical books and journals and holding
annual sessions, meetings, discussions, symposia and
exhibitions on the subjects of interest.
It gives me an immense indulgence to make this
announcement that ‘Indian Ceramic Society’ is the
“Supporting Association“ of the 16th edition of Indian
Ceramics Asia (2022), which is scheduled to be held during
6th-8th April, 2022 at The Exhibition Centre, Gandhinagar,
Gujarat.
Indian ceramic industry holds potential to become the
largest producer in the world, as the industry is looking
to almost double its turnover by 2024. The growth of the
industry is majorly driven by the increasing demand for
ceramic tiles, sanitary wares, pipes, etc for construction
application within India and for exportation to USA,
Europe, Middle East and other newer destinations.
Indian Ceramics Asia is a state-of-the-art annual trade
fair and conference for ceramic and brick industry and
we are glad to know that in this event renowned Indian
and international exhibitors will participate to showcase
their technologies and services. This upcoming event will
redefine resilience and will also provide momentum to
boom the ceramic and brick industry.
We are happy to promote this prestigious event among
our members with the hope that our involvement with this
event may enhance our visibility and business opportunity.
Our members visited Indian Ceramics Asia in the past and
were hugely benefitted from the visit as they were able to
meet the exhibitors of their interest. We are sure that our
members will once again visit and take part in this trade
show as this may explore numerous business transactions.
I must congratulate Messe Muenchen India (MMI) Pvt Ltd,
the organizer of Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 and also hope
that this joint effort would promote the event to a new
height.
My best wishes for grand accomplishment of Indian
Ceramics Asia 2022.

Dr Lalit Kumar Sharma
President,
Indian Ceramic Society
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WORDS OF WELCOME
Heartiest greetings from the Indian Ceramic Society
(InCerS). InCerS is a non-profit organization, established
in 1928 and is engaged in the advancement of ceramic
science, arts and technologies, by bringing into close
contact those engaged in these pursuits and also
endorse friendship and cooperation among all those
who are engaged in the manufacture of ceramicware,
in teaching of and research in ceramics or in any way
related to ceramics and interested in the advancement
of knowledge, art and technology connected therewith.
The Society aims at improving the condition of the
ceramic industries in India.
It is a moment of pleasure and pride to declare
that ‘Indian Ceramic Society’ has agreed to be the
“Supporting Association“ of the 16th edition of Indian
Ceramics Asia (2022), which is scheduled to be held
during 6th-8th April, 2022 at The Exhibition Centre,
Gandhinagar, Gujarat.
Indian Ceramics Asia is a state-of-the-art annual trade
fair and conference for ceramic and brick Industry to
exchange ideas, understand dynamics of market, good
forum to learn from each other and support the growth
of such Industries. It is satisfying to note the continuous
growth in scale and popularity of this trade show over
the last few years indicating fulfillment of its aim and
objectives.
I hope that Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 will envisage
generating curiosity for scientific temper among the
participants and more importantly it will explore new
aspects of business transactions for the manufacturer
or supplier of raw materials or ceramic production
equipment through exhibiting their products and
meeting with new partners and clients.
The association between the Indian Ceramic Society
and Indian Ceramics Asia will bring together the
greatest minds in the area of Ceramic & brick industry
and provides a unique platform for fruitful interactions
and discussions with all the stakeholders. This also
provides a unique opportunity in connecting ‘Science
with the Society’.
I convey my best wishes to all those who are associated
with Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 in making it a grand
success.

Mr. Dhiman Banerjee
Honorary Secretary,
Indian Ceramic Society
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WORDS OF WELCOME
The AIPMA congratulates MMI India for organizing
the Indian Ceramics Exhibition. Having Ceramics
Asia simultaneously with Indian Ceramics will be
very much helpful for B2B business. Such exhibitions
shall benefit the manufacturers and trades in India
and Asia as well as provide a vast network platform.
Visitors shall have exposure to new technology,
innovations and developments. Particulrly your
initiative to have direct interaction between potters
and exporters. A long awaiting need is fulfilled.
We wish the success and extensive coverage of the
Exhibition.

Sri G. G. Trivedi
President
All India Pottery Manufacturer‘s Association
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WORDS OF WELCOME
ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the Governmental
agency that supports the business development of
our companies abroad and promotes the attraction
of foreign investment in Italy. With a motivated and
modern organization and a widespread network
of overseas offices, ITA provides information,
assistance, consulting, promotion, and training to
Italian small and medium-sized businesses. Using
the most modern multi-channel promotion and
communication tools, it acts to assert the excellence
of Made in Italy in the world. The Italian Trade
Agency in India was established in 1969 and we are
present with two offices in New Delhi and Mumbai.
Ceramic sector, including machinery and equipment
- Italy is the second largest supplier to India as per
the calendar year 2021 dominating with a share
of 8.07% of the total Imports to India and in the
year 2020 the import share of Italy in the ceramic
machinery and equipment is 7.41 %. The Italian
ceramic machinery manufacturing sector is made
up of about 150 companies with a total of 6,000
employees and an annual turnover more than
2,000 million euro out of which more than 70%
is dominated by exports. As an industrial sector
that exports its technological expertise worldwide,
the Italian ceramic machinery industry has an
unrivalled level of excellence and produces the most
competitive plants that modern technology can offer.
I take this opportunity to express my heartiest
congratulations to Messe Munchen India Pvt. Ltd.
For organizing Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 and wish
all the exhibitors and visitors valuable and fruitful
meetings and success.

Dr. Alessandro Liberatori
Trade Commissioner
Director of the Trade Promotion Office of the Italian
Embassy - New Delhi
Coordinator for India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal,
Bhutan, Maldives
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WORDS OF WELCOME
We congratulate Messe Muenchen India Pvt. Ltd.
and Unifair Exhibition service for collaboration and
organizing Indian Ceramics Asia 2022.
We are confident that here, under one roof, the
trade visitors to Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 will be
able to gather comprehensive insights in to what’s
happening in Ceramics technology and innovations
today. And of course, this trade show also presents an
excellent opportunity for networking with customers
and business partners. also we are confident that this
trade show will bring Indian ceramics Industries in
new height and provide help to upgrade Technology
and Quality.
We would like to convey our best wishes to all the
members of the organizing Committee for successful
conductance of the event as well as good business
opportunist at the Indian Ceramics Asia 2022.

Mr Vinodkumar Naranbhai Bhadja

President
Morbi ceramics Association (Floor Tile division)
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WORDS OF WELCOME
We congratulate Messe Muenchen India Pvt. Ltd.
and Unifair Exhibition service for collaboration and
organizing Indian Ceramics Asia 2022.
We are confident that here, under one roof, the
trade visitors to Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 will be
able to gather comprehensive insights in to what’s
happening in Ceramics technology and innovations
today. And of course, this trade show also presents an
excellent opportunity for networking with customers
and business partners. also we are confident that this
trade show will bring Indian ceramics Industries in
new height and provide help to upgrade Technology
and Quality.
We would like to convey our best wishes to all the
members of the organizing Committee for successful
conductance of the event as well as good business
opportunist at the Indian Ceramics Asia 2022.

Mr.Kirit Patel

President
Morbi ceramics Association (Sanitarywares division )
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WORDS OF WELCOME
We congratulate Messe Muenchen India Pvt. Ltd.
and Unifair Exhibition service for collaboration and
organizing Indian Ceramics Asia 2022.
We are confident that here, under one roof, the
trade visitors to Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 will be
able to gather comprehensive insights in to what’s
happening in Ceramics technology and innovations
today. And of course, this trade show also presents an
excellent opportunity for networking with customers
and business partners. also we are confident that this
trade show will bring Indian ceramics Industries in
new height and provide help to upgrade Technology
and Quality.
We would like to convey our best wishes to all the
members of the organizing Committee for successful
conductance of the event as well as good business
opportunist at the Indian Ceramics Asia 2022.

Mr. Hareshbhai Bopaliya

President
Morbi ceramics Association (Wall Tiles Divison)
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WORDS OF WELCOME
We congratulate Messe Muenchen India Pvt. Ltd.
and Unifair Exhibition service for collaboration and
organizing Indian Ceramics Asia 2022.
We are confident that here, under one roof, the
trade visitors to Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 will be
able to gather comprehensive insights in to what’s
happening in Ceramics technology and innovations
today. And of course, this trade show also presents an
excellent opportunity for networking with customers
and business partners. also we are confident that this
trade show will bring Indian ceramics Industries in
new height and provide help to upgrade Technology
and Quality.
We would like to convey our best wishes to all the
members of the organizing Committee for successful
conductance of the event as well as good business
opportunist at the Indian Ceramics Asia 2022.

Mr.Mukeshbhai Kundariya

President
Morbi ceramics Association (Vitrified Tiles Divison)
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WORDS OF WELCOME
Heartiest greetings from “The Gujarat Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (GCCI)”, GCCI works to create
and sustain an environment conducive to the growth
of industry and trade in Gujarat, partnering both of
them through advisory processes.
Founded in 1949, by pioneers of industrial Gujarat
Sheth Shri Kasturbhai Lalbhai and Sheth Shri Amrutlal
Hargovandas, With 4000 direct members which
include over 200 Trade and Industry Associations
and leading Chambers of Commerce of the State,
GCCI is growing to serve and serving to grow. It is
affiliated with apex bodies like Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce & Industry [FICCI], Indian
National Committee of International Chamber of
Commerce [ICC], All India Organization of Employers
[AIOE], and the Associated Chambers of Commerce
& Industry [ASSOCHAM].
It is a moment of pleasure and pride to declare that
‘The Gujarat Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(GCCI)’ is the “Industry Partner “ of the 16th edition
of Indian Ceramics Asia (2022), which is scheduled
to be held from 6th-8th April 2022 at The Exhibition
Centre, Gandhinagar, Gujarat.
Indian Ceramics Asia is a state-of-the-art annual
trade fair and conference for ceramic and brick
Industry to exchange ideas, understand dynamics
of market, good forum to learn from each other
and support the growth of such Industries. It is
satisfying to note the continuous growth in scale
and popularity of this trade show over the last few
years indicating fulfillment of its aim and objectives.
I hope that Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 will envisage
generating curiosity for scientific temper among the
participants and more importantly it will explore new
aspects of business transactions for the manufacturer
or supplier of raw materials or ceramic production
equipment through exhibiting their products and
meeting with new partners and clients.
I convey my best wishes to all those who are
associated with Indian Ceramics Asia 2022 in
making it a grand success.

Mr. Hemant Shah

President
Gujarat Chamber of Commerce & Industry (GCCI)
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WORDS OF WELCOME
Bangladesh Ceramic Manufacturers & Exporters
Association (BCMEA) is expressed its deep wishes to
Messe Muenchen India Private Limited and Unifair
Exhibition Services Co., Ltd jointly organizing the
state-of-the-art annual trade fair and conference
for ceramic and brick Industry titled by “INDIAN
CERAMICS ASIA 2022” dated 06 – 08 April 2022
at the Exhibition Center, Gandinagar, Gujrat, India.
The show is all about the latest machinery, high
quality raw materials, analysis and laboratory
equipment, technical ceramics, equipment for
storage, materials handling and much more used in
manufacturing of ceramics and bricks.
We can surely say that all the trade visitors those
who will join to the Indian Ceramics Asia – 2022
will be able to gather their comprehensive insights
into what’s happening in the ceramics technology
and innovations up to date. This mega ceramics
exposition will bring the great opportunities that
make its sustainable bridge with customers and
business partners.
On behalf of BCMEA, we wish all participants a
successful and glorious event here in India and
look forward to welcome you all in CERAMIC EXPO
Bangladesh on 24-26 Nov 2022.

Md. Shirajul Islam Mollah

President
Bangladesh Ceramic Manufacturers & Exporters
Association (BCMEA)
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ASSOCIATIONS
INDIAN ASSOCIATIONS / INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Indian Associations
All India Brick and Tile Manufacturers Federation (AIBTMF)
All India Pottery Manufacturers' Association (AIPMA)
Indian Ceramic Society (InCerS)

Central Glass & Ceramic Research Institute (CGCRI)

Indian Council of Ceramic Tiles and Sanitaryware (ICCTAS)
Morbi Ceramic Manufacturers Association

International Associations
Association of Italian Manufacturers of Machinery and
Equipments for Ceramics (ACIMAC)
Bangladesh Ceramic Manufacturers & Exporters Association
(BCMEA)
Italian Trade Agency (ICE)
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SUPPORTERS / MEDIA PARTNERS
POWERED BY / CONCURRENT SHOW /
OFFICIAL MEDIA PARTNERS / MEDIA PARTNERS
Industry partner

Gujarat Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
Lanyard partner

Badge partner

Visitor Carry Bag partner
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS - HALL 2
Exhibitors List

Country

Booth

AEON INTERNATIONAL

INDIA

D-303

AG BELTING PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-277

ALFA PIGMENT & CHEMICALS
PVT. LTD.

INDIA

D-327

ALL INDIA POTTERY
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

INDIA

D-330

ALTEO INDIA ALUMINAS PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-229

ALZA CERATECH

INDIA

D-303

GERMANY

B-159

APPEL SRL

ITALY

C-219

ARROW DIGITAL PVT. LTD.

INDIA

B-161

UK

A-024

ASSOCIATION OF ITALIAN
MANUFACTURERS OF
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
FOR CERAMICS (ACIMAC)

ITALY

C-213

ASTRON ZIRCON PVT. LTD.

INDIA

B-166

TURKEY

A-026

B R STEEL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-271

BALAJI TRADING & GRINDING

INDIA

A-002

BANGALADESH

D-302

BEHDASH CHEMICAL CO

IRAN

D-337

BERALMAR INDIA COMBUSTION
ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT
PRIVATE LIMITED

INDIA

C-261

BLACK ROSE INDUSTRIES
LIMITED

INDIA

C-263

BMR SPA

ITALY

C-212

BMW STEELS LTD.

INDIA

D-311

BOND IMPEX

INDIA

A-016

BRUGAROLAS INDIA PVT. LTD.

INDIA

A-012

BRUKER INDIA SCIENTIFIC PVT.
LTD.

INDIA

D-329

AMBERGER KAOLINWERKE

ASIAN CERAMICS

ATA PLASTER

BCMEA
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Exhibitors List
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BULL MACHINES PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-295

CARBORUNDUM UNIVERSAL
LIMITED | ELECTRO MINERALS
DIVISION

INDIA

D-304

CERAMIC FOCUS

INDIA

C-293

CERAMIC INDIA

INDIA

D-331

CERAMIC STANDARD

INDIA

CHEMET/TIANJIN TREND
THERMAL MATERIALS CO. LTD

INDIA

B-108

CIMES SRL

ITALY

C-217

COLOROBBIA CHEMICALS INDIA
PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-231

COMES MACHINE INDIA PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-281

DE BOER DAMLE (INDIA) PVT.
LTD.

INDIA

D-308

DEEDWANIYA & BROTHERS

INDIA

A-028

DLT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

CHINA

A-039

EIE INSTRUMENTS PVT. LTD.

INDIA

D-310

EQUIPCERAMIC S.A.

SPAIN

C-301

ESMALGLASS-ITACA GRUPO

SPAIN

B-141

EXCEL COLOURS & FRITS LTD.

INDIA

A-011

EXCEL MAGNETICS

INDIA

C-265

FLOOREX TILES

INDIA

B-105

FOSHAN DONGHAI
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

CHINA

C-291

FRITTA INDIA PVT. LTD.

INDIA

B-141

GHOSH MACHINERY AND ALLIED
PRODUCTS

INDIA

A-014

GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI SPA

ITALY

C-211

H A INTERNATIONAL

INDIA

A-031

HASTI BELTING

INDIA

C-249

HINDALCO INDUSTRIES LTD.

INDIA

C-259
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HLT INDUSTRY CO.,LTD.

CHINA

A-038

IDEX INDIA PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-286

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE OF
CERAMIC SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, VADODARA.

INDIA

A-023

INTER SER S.P.A.

ITALY

C-218

IRAN CHINA CLAY INDUSTRIES
CO.

IRAN

D-319

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

INDIA

C-213

JYOTI INNOVISION PPVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-305

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP
CO.,LTD.

CHINA

A-036

KEDAR RUBBER PRODUCTS
PRIVATE LIMITED

INDIA

A-001

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

ITALY

C-214

LINUX MAGNETICS

INDIA

B-109

MARUTI INTELLI MECH

INDIA

A-008

PORTUGAL

C-275

METCO SRL

ITALY

C-220

MODENA TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

CHINA

C-251

MOULDIES INFOTECH LLP

INDIA

A-020

NEPTUNE INDUSTRIES LIMITED

INDIA

B-101

OFFICINE SMAC SPA

ITALY

C-216

POPPI CLEMENTINO S.P.A.

ITALY

C-215

SAAKSHAR MINERALS ORES

INDIA

D-301

SACMI ENGINEERING (INDIA)
PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-201

GERMANY

B-156

SCI DIGITAL SOLUTION PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-221

SG INSTRUMENTS PVT. LTD.

INDIA

D-324

SHIVAM ENTERPRISE

INDIA

C-267

SHIWKON DIGITEK PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-292

METALCÉRTIMA, S.A.

SAINT GOBAIN FORMULA
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SHREE BHAGAWATI TRADING

INDIA

B-155

SHREE RAM KAOLIN

INDIA

C-257

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL

INDIA

A-004

SICER INKERA PVT. LTD.

INDIA

C-241

SIGMA INSTRUMENTATION

INDIA

A-021

SILCARB RECRYSTALLISED PVT.
LTD.

INDIA

D-316

SONYA CERAMICS

INDIA

C-304

SPECTEK INSTRUMENTS PVT.
LTD.

INDIA

D-326

SPECTRIS TECHNOLOGIES PVT.
LTD.

INDIA

D-321

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

INDIA

D-303

SUNTEC ENERGY SYSTEMS

INDIA

C-303

SYNCO INDUSTRIES LTD.

INDIA

A-013

SYSTEM CERAMICS INDIA PVT.
LTD.

INDIA

B-111

TECHNO CERAM PVT. LTD. (IRAN
CHINA CLAY INDUSTRIES)

INDIA

D-319

TORRECID INDIA PVT. LTD.

INDIA

B-131

TRANS INDIA CERAMICS PVT.
LTD.

INDIA

B-121

UMM AL QUWAIN FREE TRADE
ZONE AUTHORITY

UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

A-022

VALGRO ENGINEERS PVT. LTD.

INDIA

A-005

VIDEOJET TECHNOLOGIES (I)
PVT. LTD.

INDIA

A-019

VIDRES INDIA CERAMICS PVT.
LTD.

INDIA

B-121a

VISHNU BARIUM PPVT. LTD.

INDIA

B-151

ZHEJIANG TIANLI MAGNET
TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

CHINA

A-025

ZHUHAI JUHAI TECHNOLOGY
CO.,LTD.

CHINA

C-296
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ACIMAC
Hall | Booth No. C-213
VIA FOSSA BURACCHIONE,84
BAGGIOVARA (MO) - 41100, Modena, Italy
Tel: +39059510336
Email: info@acimac.it
Website: https://www.acimac.it/ac-it/

COMPANY PROFILE:
ACIMAC is the association of Italian suppliers of plant, machinery, equipment,
semi-finished products, raw materials, design and services for the ceramic
(ceramic tiles, sanitaryware, tableware), heavy clay and refractories industries.
Acimac members include the majority of the sector's companies of various sizes
based throughout Italy, although most operate in the provinces of Modena and
Reggio Emilia, home to the world’s most important ceramic manufacturing
district. The sector of Italian manufacturers of machinery and equipment for
ceramics is the largest and most significant industrial system in the world for
supplying the ceramic industry, with an export propensity that has always been
growing and today exceeds two thirds of the total turnover. Thanks to the
unrivaled level of excellence and the production of the most competitive plants in
the world; made up of about 100 companies, after years of growth, culminating
in the record results recorded in 2017, for ceramic and brick equipment, the
sector closed 2020 with a turnover of 1.48 billion euros. The signs of a slowdown
that had already emerged in 2019 continued and the decline in volumes touched
-14.5%.

PRODUCTS:
Industry associations ,Trade Organizations,specialist literatures ,Media,and
software

AEON INTERNATIONAL
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-303
Nikol Ring, Nikol
AHMEDABAD - 382350, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919978923464
Email: import@aeon-india.com
Website: http://www.aeon-india.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
COMPANY PROFILE
AEON INTERNATIONAL has been in the distribution field with specialized
professional to plan and execute the whole operation by each customer
business. AEON International support the necessary documentation and
established the best logistic to the product where indicated by the customer.
AEON INTERNATIONAL strives to supply our customers with the most
comprehensive products available in ceramic consumable ceramic rollers, High
Alumina Balls & Lining, SISIC Product, Ceramic Machinery, Bell flow, Glazed
line Machinery, used in application like in moving tiles, grinding raw material,
Calibrating, Polishing, Sizing Or Squaring, Edging or Chamfering of ceramic tiles
and our broad product line sets us apart from competition.
The Company has a large geographic footprint as a complete solution provide
in the field of ceramic industry. As a global solution provider with headquarters
in London(united kingdom) to supply best quality product to meet the demand of
our customer, AEON INTERNATIONAL has got established based in
Ahmedabad, Morbi, Surat and Himmatnagar to meet instant demand of all
premium customer base.
AEON INTERNATIONAL has been backed by his parent company in London
whose is diversified into many areas & sought to established as an industry
leader in a wide range of enterprises, moving into businesses such as
Consulting, Retail, International Trade, Education.
AEON drives for excellence and an insatiable appellate for quality and maximum
customers satisfaction to achieve not only local market but also overseas
markets and thereby, we have bagged some awards. We are not just providing
quality products but also offer our after sales services by our special dedicated
customer care department & recommend the satisfactory solution for customer
applications or specific materials.
AEON always keep huge inventory in stock of each size to provide service in
terms of immediate delivery ( same day ) to our customers.

PRODUCTS:

Raw
materials
and
additives,
materials
and
aids,
Filling
/
dosing/Feeding/Batching, Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Glazing Decorating /
Surface Treatment, Plant construction engineering, Technical ceramics,
components / services, Brick Kilns

AG BELTING PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-277
E-69/1, BSR Industrial area,
Ghaziabad - 201009, Uttar Pradesh, India
Tel: +919971352626
Email: EXEC.SECRETARY@AGENGINEERS.NET
Website: http://www.agengineers.net

COMPANY PROFILE:
A.G Belting Pvt. Ltd., Arm of AGE GROUP, head quartered in the industrial
town Ghaziabad (U.P), in the National Capital Region of INDIA, about 45Kms
away from New Delhi International Airport, involved in manufacturing,
fabrication, imports, exports and distribution. From the humble beginning about
3 decades ago with A. G. Engineers, the flagship company of group, which was
started by Mr Aditya K Gupta in the year 1988 with the vision of ……conveying
non-stop movement in the industry.

A.G Belting Pvt. Ltd. has grown into one of the leading player in the country for
Conveyors and Process Belts, Conveyor Components, Mechanical Power
Transmission Belts, Industrial Belts, Pulleys and allied Drive Components. We
have modern infrastructure, with 20,000 sq’ ft of office space and all the latest
state-of-the-art machines installed in factory sheds spread over 1,00,000 sq. ft
having shop floors laid out as per technical guidance and approved layouts from
our renowned overseas principals, who are universally accepted as pioneers &
world leaders in their respective fields. The long and challenging journey has
been rewarding with support from our global partners who are well respected
market leader in their respective field and 100% trust of our customers being the
guiding lights on the way. We provide up to the mark solutions to attain the goals
of our customers in both Indian domestic market and international platforms as
soon as possible.
A.G Belting Pvt. Ltd. has become trusted national icon PU/PVC/SI/PE Conveyor
belts, modular belts, Metal belts, Timing & Poly V Belts, VAR Belts, Flat belts,
Coated Belts, Truly endless Belts, Rubber Block chains, Industrial Rollers, Lifting
and Spindle tapes, High Temperature belts, Timing Pulleys, Multi ribbed Pulleys,
V Pulleys, Sprockets etc.
Besides A.G Beltng Pvt. Ltd., AG GROUP is proud to be associated with Derco
B.V. Holland, Continental Contitech - Germany, Movex S.p.A. - Italy, Mulco
Group - Europe, Max Schlatterer Esband - Germany, Volta Belting Technologies
- Isreal, Zentex S.p.A. - Italy, IHF Fordertechnik - Austria, Ashworth Metal
Conveyor Belts - USA, Modutech Modular belting system - Turkey, SWR Europe
V Belts, Vari-Speed Belts, Special Belts. Our in-house Brands offering value-formoney to industries are PU/PVC Conveyor & process belts, Conveyor belts
fabrication, AGM Timing Pulleys & Drive components, AGEROLL Conveyor
Rollers, AGETEMP High temperature belts, AGECLEAN Food process
conveying belts, & AGELINK MODUTECH modular conveyor belts.

More Details at website : www.agengineers.net/www.agbelting.com
Enquiry Address: info@agengineers.net/ aditya@agengineers.net

PRODUCTS:
Promote/Conveying

ALFA PIGMENT & CHEMICALS PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-327
16 DUM DUM ROAD
KOLKATA - 700074, West Bengal, India
Tel: +919830133341
Email: SALES.ALFA@APCPLKOL.COM
Website: http://apcplkol.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:

ALFA PIGMENT & CHEMICALS PVT LTD. (Zinc
Oxide Unit)
With the experience of trading chemicals with the world leaders for the last 3
decades, we have acquired the knowledge to identify and deal only with the best
chemicals. Our familiarity with the chemicals & the market demand for the best ,
we have come up with a manufacturing unit for Zinc Oxide.
Zinc oxide unit at Dunkuni is a state of the art automatic mechanism suitable for
producing excellent quality zinc oxide by French process from zinc ingots/dross
to zinc oxide is produced by our automatic machines with minimal human
intervention. With the experience, we will be able to produce 230 tons of high
quality zinc oxide monthly from our unit.
Alfa has always been known for chemical quality in Eastern India. We have
taken all steps to keep the quality of our produce of Zinc oxide best. Producing
international quality zinc oxide is not enough but it has to retain the quality till it
reaches the customer. We undertook steps and modernised our packing
unit, so that customers get the same high-purity of our produce even after
a few weeks. Our moisture free automatic packing machine keeps Zinc
oxide in best class suitable for all customers.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

ALTEO INDIA ALUMINAS PVT. LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-229
04A-142, WeWork, Spectrum Tower, Mindspace, Chincholi Bunder, Malad
(West), Mumbai, MH 400064, India.
Mumbai - 400064, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +912250023713
Email: gaurav.gosavi@alteo-alumina.in
Website: https://www.alteo-alumina.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
From being the first producer of alumina 125 years ago, ALTEO has evolved into
the leading, fully-integrated, global supplier of specialty aluminas for ceramic
and tile applications.
Strengthened by its historical role and know-how in the alumina industry, Alteo
offers one of the largest ranges of calcined aluminas, together with the highest
levels of quality and customer service.
By enhancing its customer technical support group and R&D capabilities, Alteo
can collaborate closely with clients and prospects, in order to accelerate product
improvement and the creation of new ones, to perfectly fit with an application's
needs.
To know more, meet Alteo's team at Indian Ceramics and visit www.alteoalumina.com

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

ALZA CERATECH
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-303
PLOT NO.8, EVEREST CERAMIC, SR.NO.39A, B/H.AKASH CERAMIC
MORBI - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919825447840
Email: alzaceratech@gmail.com
Website: http://alzaceratech.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
PRODUCTS:
Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment, Technical ceramics, components /
services

AMBERGER KAOLINWERKE
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-159
Georg Schiffer Str.70
Hirschau - 92242, Others, Germany
Tel: +49962218510
Email: ceramics@akw-kaolin.com
Website: http://www.akw-kaolin.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Producer of kaolin
AKPrime®
Amberger Kaolinwerke, the producer of AKPrime®, is the specialist for kaolinand feldspar-applications in the international ceramic markets, and part of the
strong Quarzwerke group. For 135 years, Quarzwerke have been standing for
competence and progress. As a family-owned company, our actions reflect our
sense of responsibility and our desire for sustainability in the interest of our
customers and employees. Driven by our pioneering spirit, we strive to find new
raw material deposits for you, to invest in research and development, and to
develop individualised services and products. For the ceramic industry, we are
the visionary with know-how and a down-to-earth attitude. For you, we are your
personal contact and equal partner. With our common desire to cope with new
challenges and to create perfect results - with a SENSE OF PERFECTION.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

APPEL SRL
Hall | Booth No. C-219
Via Benedello 43/b/d
Pavullo nel Frignano - 41026, Modena, Italy
Tel: +390536325425
Email: info@appelsrl.it
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
APPEL SRL :- Appel s.r.l. was established in 2002. At the beginning, its
main business area was maintenance, modification and production of
spare parts for the dimensional control equipment “SATI flexcontrol” and
for SATI sorting lines.
However, project planning, production and assistance related to
dimensional and flatness control equipment for ceramic tiles soon became
the main business areas of the company. The equipment is indeed
designed and manufactured in-house by Appel S.r.l

PRODUCTS:

ARROW DIGITAL PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. B161
1005-06,10th Floor ,Aditya Building
Ahmedabad - 380006, Gujarat, India
Tel: +917926404017
Email: support@arrow-digital.com
Website: https://arrow-digital.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
With a vivid vision to bring the most innovative technologies in the digital printing
or cutting field, Arrow Digital Private Limited was incepted a couple of decades
ago. Owing to our incessant efforts to bring the new wave of transformation, we
have today become a market leader in supplying a broad spectrum of materials
and equipment for the digital printing and cutting space in India. In our efforts to
emerge as an indispensable company, we are thoroughly involved in offering
world-class sustainable digital printing solutions.. Arrow and Kerajet have
worked together to bring the latest technologies in Ceramic, much ahead of the
competition.
Arrow Represents many Giant Leaders from the world market especially –
Kerajet, Canon,
EFI Vutek, Kornit Digital, Kongsberg, Gerber, Fotoba,
Massivit3D, and many more.
Having spread our footprints PAN India, we take immense pride in supporting
our clients while educating them in embracing cutting-edge technologies
throughout their learning curve. We have our prime focus on offering 24/7/365
support to our clients and envisage a truly lightening future in the years to come.

PRODUCTS:
Digital Printing & Technology

ASTRON ZIRCON PVT. LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-166
Block No.-1018
Himatnagar - 383001, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919879609815
Email: jitendra.dongre@astrongroup.in
Website: https://astronzircon.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Incorporated as ASTRON CERA in 1998, ASTRON ZIRCON PVT. LTD. has
achieved impressive growth in manufacturing best quality Zirconium Silicate and
Zirflour with a Brand Name of Hindustan Zircon.
Astron Zircon Pvt. Ltd. by an industrialist with vast experience in the ceramic
industry and a vision for global quality and consistency. Shear's hard work
speaks itself and within a short span, the Astron Zircon Pvt. Ltd. has become a
flagship of a group of different industries engaged in manufacturing different
products including Zinc Oxide, Ceramic Glaze Mixture Frits, Sodium Silicate,
and Glass Bottles.
The success story of Astron Zircon Pvt. Ltd began with a vision of qualitative
products and by constant innovation, application of latest technology and state
of the machinery.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Glazing Decorating / Surface
Treatment

ATA PLASTER
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-026
PARIS CAD NO 9/2
Ankara - 06340, Ankara, Turkey
Tel: +905327847614
Email: ata@atayapi.com.tr
Website: http://www.atayapi.com.tr

COMPANY PROFILE:
We are a Turkish producer producing all types of ceramic plaster specifically
RAM Press plaster, jigger plaster, case plaster, mould plaster

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

B R STEEL PRODUCTS PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-271
C-39, MIDC, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, TURBHE MHAPE ROAD,
NAVI MUMBAI - 400705, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +912241410606
Email: sanjay@incoindia.com
Website: https://www.incoindia.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Manufacturers & Exporters of Ceramic Glaze & Body Stains for Vitrified Tiles,
Floor Tiles, Wall Tiles, Sanitary ware, Pottery, Porcelain Glaze, Roofing Tiles etc.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

BALAJI TRADING & GRINDING
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-002
PLOT NO 12 B/H ISCON PLAZA RAFALESHWER CHOKDI MORBI 2
MORBI 2 - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +917874944344
Email: pravin4balajitrading@gmail.com
Website: https://www.balajibtg.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
We are a leading firm that is instrumental in the Manufacturing and Trading of a
wide assortment of Air Tube Fitting and Rubber Products. These are famous for
their light weight and long service life.

PRODUCTS:
Mixing/Blending, Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment, Digital Printing &
Technology

BEHDASH CHEMICAL CO
Hall | Booth No. D-337
No. 106, Heydari Moghadam Alley, Afkhami St, Mokhberi St,
Tehran - 1476653590, Tehran, Iran
Tel: +982147695305
Email: a.export@behdashco.com
Website: http://www.behdashco.com

COMPANY PROFILE:

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Lubricants

BERALMAR INDIA COMBUSTION
ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT PRIVATE
LIMITED
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-261
262, 8th Main 10th Cross,
Bangalore - 560061, Karnataka, India
Tel: +919845174135
Email: bharath@beralmar.com
Website: https://www.beralmar.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
BERALMAR designs, manufactures, sells and installs, anywhere in the
world, firing and drying equipment for heavy clay (roof tiles and bricks).
BERALMAR develops entire plants, tunnel kiln and dryer engineering
projects.

PRODUCTS:
Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Brick Kilns

BLACK ROSE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-263
145A MITTAL TOWERS NARIMAN POINT MUMBAI
MUMBAI - 400021, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +917400406119
Email: binder@blackrosechemicals.com
Website: https://www.blackrosechemicals.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Black Rose Industries Ltd. is a specialty chemicals distribution and
manufacturing company established in 1990 as Asia Fab Limited. The
chemicals distribution division is engaged in the import, distribution, and export
of a wide range of specialty and performance chemicals. The manufacturing
division operates India's first acrylamide manufacturing plant with a capacity of
32,000 MT. The manufacturing plant set up at Jhagadia, Gujarat employs biocatalytic process. Acrylamide is available in solution as well as solid form. We
also produce polyacrylamide liquid for producing ceramic binder for the tile
application. NMA is the latest product addition to the manufacturing range. The
company also manufactures fabrics and made-ups for industrial applications and
has a wholly owned subsidiary in Japan, B.R. Chemicals Co., Ltd.
Black Rose has its head office in Mumbai, manufacturing unit in Jhagadia,
Gujarat and warehouses in Bhiwandi, Maharashtra, Morbi and Vapi, Gujarat.
At Black Rose, we aim to be the leader in our products and markets by providing
high quality services and products to our customers. We strive to grow profitably
and responsibly through the innovative application of our knowledge,
infrastructure, and relationships. And we pursue excellence in all that we
undertake, taking steps to continuously improve ourselves while reliably serving
our customers’ needs.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

BMR SPA
Hall | Booth No. C-212
Via G. Fattori, 6
Scandiano - 42019, Emilia-Romagna, Italy
Tel: +390522857868
Email: bmr@bmr.it
Website: https://www.bmr.it

COMPANY PROFILE:
Among the flagships of the Italian plant engineering for ceramic production
stands BMR, a company that has been a leader in end-of-line technologies for
the production of ceramic tiles for over 40 years, operating with about 65
employees located in the Scandiano (RE) headquarters. and the plant dedicated
to the production of polishing machines in Schio (VI). The company led by Paolo
Sassi, which generates 45% of its turnover from the Italian ceramic district,
counts among its main references the major Italian and international ceramic
groups, especially in the markets of Russia, Brazil and Far East Asia. This last
area, up to now almost the exclusive prerogative of Chinese competition, is
showing an important growth trend, further confirming the technological primacy
of the Italian company.

PRODUCTS:
Filling / dosing/Feeding/Batching, Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Glazing Decorating
/ Surface Treatment, Weighing,measurment and control, Analysis and
Laboratory Equipment, Environment Protection, Handling / Packaging /
Automation, Tools / Spares / Replacement parts, Brick Production technologies

BMW STEELS LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-311
Shiv Ganga Industrial Estate
Bhagwanpur, Haridwar - 247667, Uttarakhand, India
Tel: +919830131407
Email: kolkata@bmwsteels.com
Website: https://www.bmwsteels.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
BMW Steels is involved in providing Wear Management Solution to many
industries. Our lining solutions are provided by using best grade materials such
as Alumina Ceramic, Ni-hard, Cast Basalt, etc. These linings are specifically
selected and designed to extend the productive life of material handling
equipment, thereby reducing plant downtime and maintenance costs. Our
solutions are highly resistant to the abrasive effects. Our team of professionals
understands wear problems and can specify a material or combination of
materials to suit your operational environment. They consider all material
properties, engineering tolerances, attachment methods, and material costs.

PRODUCTS:
Technical ceramics, components / services

BOND IMPEX
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-016
Shop no.10, Pavan complex, Sanala road,
Morbi - 363641, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919879125750
Email: bondimpex@gmail.com
Website: http://www.bondimpex.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Our company Bond Impex has been a leading importer and trader of finest raw
materials since 2004.
We are located in Morbi, the ceramic city of India, providing different kinds of raw
materials to Ceramics, Construction, Agriculture, Paper, Minerals and many
other industries.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Glazing Decorating / Surface
Treatment

BRUGAROLAS INDIA PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-012
RICHA TRADE CENTER , 105 , ABOVE SUMAN STEEL , SATIVALI , VASAI
VASAI - 401208, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +919323353737
Email: info@brugarolasindia.com
Website: http://www.brugarolas.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
About us :. M/s.AARNA LUBE PVT LIMITED is a marketing partner of
BRUGAROLAS (Spain ) since long time. Now you can avail Brugarolas SA
Spain standard lubricants product in India manufactured by M/s. BRUGAROLAS
INDIA PVT. LIMITED
I would take this opportunity to briefly introduce new standard product range
which is manufactured by BRUGAROLAS INDIA PVT LIMITED
We are offering our standard lubricants product range includes Lubricating Oils, Greases, Pastes, cutting fluids, Metal forming products & Anticorrosion
agents which is manufactured in India.
Company Introduction :
BRUGAROLAS INDIA PVT. LIMITED
Based on the philosophy “Provide only top-quality products & services & to the
customers will hold in high esteem” BRUGAROLAS SA SPAIN" has been
manufacturing Specialty Industrial lubricants for more than 132 years.
Brugarolas SA Spain has vast network of manufacturing and marketing
Companies worldwide. We are market leader in specialty Industrial lubricant
business worldwide. The headquarters are in Barcelona, Spain.We would like to
share Brugarolas Introduction for your reference.
Company Profile
Brugarolas India
http://www.brugarolas.com
Founded In 1885, a thousand pesetas of capital, along with the efforts and
dedication of Mr Miguel Brugarolas Bofill and some offices at the Ronda de Sant
Pere in Barcelona served as the point of departure of the foundation of the
Brugarolas company.
The rapid growth of the commercial and productive activities of the company
made it possible in 1915 to open the first factory at L'Hospitalet de Llobregat,
expropriated in 1928 by CAMPSA for reasons relating to the nationalisation of

the petroleum sector away from the Monopoly. The uninterrupted and
spectacular evolution of the company, which since 1949 has gone by the current
name of Brugarolas S.A., proceeds to transfer all of its activities to the modern
installations at Rubí in 1974.
Our focus is on offering conscientious service. To that end, Brugarolas makes
use of cutting-edge technology that allows us to respond in an adequate and
satisfactory manner to any question within the market, including the most
demanding ones.
Nonetheless, the means of more advanced research and production and the
most sophisticated information systems are not effective without the efforts of
the best human team assembled, the true engine of our society.
The different departments at Brugarolas are made up of dynamic professionals
who are aware that the only way to comply with the rigorous European and
global quality regulations is to work in a rigorous and precise manner.
This process of continuous improvement has been carried out through the
implementation of a system of Total Quality control in all the departments, which
has allowed us to obtain ISO certification that attests to the quality, which is
intrinsic to our philosophy at Brugarolas.
A long line of products: lubricants, greases, oils, mechanization fluids,
degreasing agents and anti-corrosive agents. Over 3000 references of which we
present a small sample. We hope this is of help in finding what best suits your
needs.

PRODUCTS:
Lubricants

BRUKER INDIA SCIENTIFIC PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-329
Unit Number 609, 6th floor, West Wing, Satellite Gazebo Building, Guru
Hargovindji Marg, Andheri Ghatkopar Road, Andheri (E)
Mumbai - 400093, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +912261128809
Email: shermain.kim@bruker.com
Website: https://www.bruker.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Bruker enables scientists to make breakthrough discoveries and develop new
applications that improve the quality of human life. Bruker's high-performance
scientific instruments and high-value analytical and diagnostic solutions enable
scientists to explore life and materials at molecular, cellular and microscopic
levels.
In close cooperation with our customers, Bruker is enabling innovation,
productivity
and customer success in life science molecular research, in applied and pharma
applications, and in microscopy, nano-analysis and industrial applications. In
recent
years. Bruker designs and manufactures analytical instrumentation for elemental
analysis, materials research, structural and surface investigations. Our
innovative
solutions enable a wide range of customers in heavy industry, chemistry,
pharmacy,
semiconductor, solar, life science, nanotechnology, and academic research to
make
technological advancements and to accelerate their progress.

PRODUCTS:
Analysis and Laboratory Equipment

BULL MACHINES PVT LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-295
S.F. No. 41, Kangeyampalayam Post, Trichy Road,,
Sulur - 641401, Tamil Nadu, India
Tel: +919750920088
Email: anithaa@bullmachine.com
Website: https://www.bullindia.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
BULL Machines has already made an impact in the world market by producing
world class dedicated Construction Equipment vehicles, while it continues to
remain as India‘s no 1 Tractor Attachment manufacturer for more than 16 years.

PRODUCTS:
Filling / dosing/Feeding/Batching

CARBORUNDUM UNIVERSAL LIMITED |
ELECTRO MINERALS DIVISION
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-304
POST BOX NO 1 KALAMASSERY DEVELOPMENT PLOT P O
ERNAKULAM - 683109, Kerala, India
Tel: +914843023600
Email: shibinrajcr@cumi.murugappa.com
Website: https://www.cumi-minerals.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Electro Minerals Division of CUMI is in the business of Brown Fused Alumina,
White Fused Alumina, Silicon Carbide & High-Quality Micro Grits. The Division
also offers other Fused and Sintered products for various applications. CUMI is
equipped with a state-of-the-art Research and Development centre that works
aggressively on product development and efficiency enhancement. Its in-house
R & D and collaborative research with leading research institutions have
ensured market leadership in India and abroad. CUMI has manufacturing
practices like Lean and Six Sigma in place to improve its cost competitiveness.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Heat
treatment / Refractories

CHEMET
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-108
Span Centre, 2nd Floor, C.T.S No G-556, Ramakrishan Mission Marg Santacruz
Span Centre, 2nd Floor, C.T.S No G-556, Ramakrishan Mission Marg Santacruz
- 400054, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +919867004909
Email: ic@chemetindia.com
Website: http://chemetindia.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
CHEMET is representing TREND- Tianjin Trend Thermal Materials Co. Ltd
(China) for Sales & Marketing of the entire range of Kiln Furniture which has use
in kiln constructions in sanitaryware & tableware industry and also in industries
like abrasive tools, glassware, iron & steel, green energy, food, assaying &
testing, etc.
TREND (China) is the largest kiln furniture manufacturer in the world.

PRODUCTS:
Technical ceramics, components / services

CIMES SRL
Hall | Booth No. C-217
Via Eugenio Castellotti 15
Maranello - 41053, Modena, Italy
Tel: +393316409533
Email: g.alessio@cimes.it
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
C.I.ME.S S.r.l. was founded in 1973, placed in Maranello (Modena) in via E.
Castellotti 15 where occupies a covered area of 8500 mq. We are specialized in
the development, construction and installation of complete plants for the glazing
and printing of ceramic porcelain, single-firing, monoporous, double-firing and
mosaics slabs and tiles. We also produce complete plants for the glazing of
klinker, roof bricks, bricks, split tiles, pottery and extruded materials. Complete
systems for glazing, screen printing and handling of ceramic slabs and tiles. Our
solutions are synonymous with quality and reliability. We create tailor-made
projects, for you every design and planning need.

PRODUCTS:

COLOROBBIA CHEMICALS INDIA PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-231
Plot No. SM-21, Gate No.2, Sanand Engineering Estate, GIDC, Sanand-II
(BOL), Sanand
Ahmedabad - 382110, Gujarat, India
Tel: +912717616666
Email: sushobhanl@colorobbia.co.in
Website: https://www.colorobbia.co.in

COMPANY PROFILE:
Colorobbia India is the Indian branch of Gruppo Colorobbia, a dynamic and
global company operating in the world of ceramics for almost a
century.Colorobbia India is a ceramic material company incorporated into
Gruppo Colorobbia,a leader in the worldwide ceramic market for almost a
century. Colorobbia India produces and sells materials used in ceramic tile
production. It has its laboratory and sales facility also in Morbi, ceramic district in
the same state, which has a well-established ceramic tradition and production
background. Colorobbia India is a total solution providing company offers
support and service to its customers through its qualified, skilled & trained staff
not only in terms of material use and application but also for finished product
design & industrialization. offers a unique range of products and services to
ceramic companies in the Indian market innovative materials and the latest
trends in design to its customers.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Glazing Decorating / Surface
Treatment

COMES MACHINE INDIA PVT. LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. C281
Plot No.166G, Jhotwara, RIICO Industrial Area
Jaipur - 302012, Rajasthan, India
Tel: +919928022330
Email: Info@comesindia.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
CO.ME.S (Costruzioni Meccaniche Signorini) was born in 1961 from the union of
the passion and inventive capacity towards mechanics of the Signorini family,
who founded the company with few means but with a lot of enthusiasm,
ingenuity and resourcefulness.
The two important ranges of CO.ME.S products is already outlined:
THE REDUCERS and VARIAREDUCTORS OF SPEED still manufactured today
in different types and sizes, which can be used on any machine tool especially
with specific use in plants for the PROCESSING of MARBLE and GRANITE.

PRODUCTS:
Tools / Spares / Replacement parts

DE BOER DAMLE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-308
S. No. 31/2, Shed Nos. 1 & 2, Ingale Industrial Estate, Ingale Colony, Shivane
Pune - 411 023, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +912025290204
Email: dbdindia@gmail.com
Website: https://www.deboerdamle.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd. (DBD) was registered in Pune on 18th
December 2009. It is a joint venture between Netherlands-based De Boer
Group – world’s No.1 supplier of soft mud brick installations - and the author. It
is the first European company to have established its manufacturing base in
India in the heavy clay machinery sector. De Boer and the author together enjoy
more than 100-years’ experience in serving the international heavy clay industry.

PRODUCTS:
Filling / dosing/Feeding/Batching, Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Mixing/Blending,
Form/Shaping, Plant construction engineering, Handling / Packaging /
Automation, Research & training ,technology transfer, Brick Making Machines,
Brick Molding Machines, Brick Production technologies, Clay building machines

DEEDWANIYA & BROTHERS
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-028
D-4 Nagori Garden
Bhilwara - 311001, Rajasthan, India
Tel: +917023461666
Email: sdeedwaniya@gmail.com
Website: http://www.groupdb.co

COMPANY PROFILE:
DB Group is an mining, processing and distribution company since 1964. We
offer minerals namely Talc (Soapstone), Feldspar (Sodium & Potassium),
Quartz, Mica, Dolomite, China Clay, Ball Clay & Kaolin. We bring forth our
materials from mines which are know for yielding best quality. With more than 70
mines and 7 processing units, we are capable of producing and fulfilling the
future demands.
Our material is highly suitable to Ceramic Industry, Frits & Engobes Industry,
Cosmetic Industry, Paper Industry, Paints & Coatings Industry, Plastics Industry,
Refractory Industry, Glass Industry, etc.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

DLT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Hall | Booth No. A-039
Leping
Foshan - 528100, Guangdong, China
Tel: +8613927716625
Email: billy@hltchina.com.cn
Website: https://www.dlttec.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
DLT Technology Co. , Ltd （ The Former company name ： Foshan DLT
Technology Co. , Ltd） is a hi-tech enterprise focusing on the research, design,
manufacture and service of drying and firing equipment including complete plant
turn-key projects in the field of building and sanitaryware ceramics as well as
roofing tiles, tableware, sanitaryware, foam ceramics, water permeable bricks,
special-purposed kilns and lithium batteries for new-energy automobiles. DLT
adheres to the operation principle of “Big platform, new standard and go further”
with a team of professional and experienced engineers and technicians from the
ceramic industry, among which more than 80% boast decades of experience in
the industry, having worked for some well-known domestic or overseas ceramic
machinery companies as specialists and experts in management, engineering,
manufacture, technical support or marketing department.
Up to now, DLT has developed business relationship with customers from more
than 20 countries and regions and has set up five overseas service centers in
the world, by which DLT has built a stable foundation for the further globalization
development in the future. Aiming at redefining the new standard, backed up
with the power of HLT brand, adhering to the ideas of innovation, high-efficiency,
green and energy-saving, DLT is devoted to providing the best products and
service to the customers all over the world.

PRODUCTS:
Brick Kilns

EIE INSTRUMENTS PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-310
A-1301, BVR Ek, Opp. Hotel Inder Residency, Nr. Gujarat College, Ellisbridge,
Ahmedabad - 380006, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919904202401
Email: chintan@eieinstruments.com
Website: https://eieinstruments.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
EIE INSTRUMENTS PVT IS 40 years old company with Strong team of over
250+ professionals, Manufacturing Plant spread over 50000 sq.ft. with modern
machines, Own NABL accredited Calibration Lab, We are one of the best in
business of Laboratory Instruments. EIE INSTRUMENTS PVT is manufacturer
of testing instruments for quality control for following areas.

1) Tile and ceramic testing instruments
instruments
3) Clay testing instruments
aggregate / Soil / Bitumen testing instruments

2) Refractory testing
4) Cement / concrete /

5) Petroleum testing instruments

6) Yarn testing instruments

7) Geo textile testing instruments

8) Rock testing instruments

9) Pharmaceutical testing instruments
testing instruments

10) General laboratory

We will be too pleased to welcome your visit to our showroom at our factory
where the latest range of Equipment are on display. You will also witness our
Quality assurance plans and in house calibration Lab which is one its kind in our
industry.

We look forward to receive your valued orders and assure you of our best cooperation and services.

PRODUCTS:
Analysis and Laboratory Equipment

EQUIPCERAMIC S.A.
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-301
Ctra. de la Pobla, 64
Barcelona - 08788 , Catalunya, Spain
Tel: +34938070717
Email: eric@equipceramic.com
Website: https://www.equipceramic.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Equipceramic was founded in 1998 by a team of professionals coming from
Agemac, very excited at the idea of bringing in their know-how to the heavy clay
sector.
Since the first day, our values have been and still are enthusiasm,
professionalism and proximity to our customers.
At Equipceramic, we are specialists in the design and commissioning of plants
for the heavy clay industry, adapted to the needs of every project. Our goal is
offering the best technological solution to every customer.
Today, what used to be a young company with high intentions has consolidated
itself in its field.

PRODUCTS:
Brick Extruders, Brick Making Machines, Brick Production technologies

ESMALGLASS-ITACA GRUPO
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-141
Crta.CV-20 - Km.2,3
Villarreal - 12540, Valencia, Spain
Tel: +34964626544
Email: info@esmalglass-itaca.com
Website: https://www.esmalglass-itaca.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
At Esmalglass-Itaca group we specialise in offering our clients cutting-edge
global solutions. We cover all fields of the ceramic industry offering a wide range
of products (frits, glazes, pigments and digital inks) with the highest quality and a
complete technical assistance and design service.
We are consolidated in the main markets with 26 offices in 15 countries, as well
as having the full support of the world leader in our sector, the Altadia group, of
which we are part.
Our success is led by a great team, that united, moves forward with a clear
direction: the satisfaction of our customers.

PRODUCTS:
Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment

EXCEL COLOURS & FRITS LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-011
G1-553-554, SITAPURA RIICO IND. AREA, TONK ROAD, JAIPUR
jaipur - 302022, Rajasthan, India
Tel: +919414063599
Email: excelcfltd@gmail.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
Ceramic colours are extensively used in ceramic tiles (both floor and wall),
sanitary wares, crockeries, etc. They are also used for decoration and screen
printing on ceramic products.
offers :

Wide range of colours and shades
Batch to batch consistency
Stability at high temperatures
High intensity colours, resulting in low consumption
colours are used by leading manufactures of tiles, sanitary wares,
potteries, etc.

A wide range of ceramic colours with deep and pastel shades are manufactured
to specific requirement of each industry.
has most modern plant with highly experienced technical personnel with more
than 3 decades of experience in the field.

PRODUCTS:
Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment

EXCEL MAGNETICS
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-265
PLOT NO 60 ROAD NO 5 GIDC KATHAWADA
AHMEDABAD - 382430, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919825962788
Email: excel.shaileshpatel@gmail.com
Website: https://excelmagnetics.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Storage, Analysis and
Laboratory Equipment

FLOOREX TILES
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-105
Plot No. 19 Aneri Industrial Park , Village – Ranesar Tal :- Bavla Distt
Ahmedabad - 382220, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919876427351
Email: manukhosla@floorexfrits.com
Website: https://www.floorexfrits.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
We are one of the leading manufacturer of Vitrified tiles Frits, engobe and glaze
compounds in India. Our company name is M/s Floorex Tiles, situated in Phase I, Industrial area, Panchkula, Haryana-134113, India. And Plot No. 19 Aneri
Industrial Park, Village Ranesar, Distt. Ahmedabad, Gujarat. We are
manufacturing the following Glaze materials for Ceramic Wall and Floor tiles and
vitrified tiles: Compound Engobe for vitrified tiles, Compound Engobe for Floor
tiles, Compound Satin finish Glaze for vitrified tiles Digital prints and flat prints,
Compound Satin finish Glaze for Floor Tiles Digital prints and Flat prints,
Compound Hard matt Glaze for vitrified tiles - wood series and structure tiles
both Digital and Flat printing, Compound Hard matt Glaze for Floor Tiles- Rustic
finish designs, Parking Tiles (Out door use), Zirconium Flour, Zirconium
OPacifier (5 micron size), Zinc Oxide, China Clay, Tiles Bottom Wash coat, Body
binder, Deffloculant for body slip.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

FOSHAN DONGHAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Hall | Booth No. C-291
Lvdao Building 3, Room 1003, No.133, Jihua Road, Chancheng,
Foshan,Guangdong, China
FOSHAN - 528000, Guangdong Sheng, China
Tel: +8685330097
Email: info@donghai-technology.com
Website: http://www.donghai-technology.com/en/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Foshan Donghai Technology Co., Ltd. is located in Lvdao Building 3, Room
1003, No.133, Jihua Road, Chancheng, Foshan,Guangdong, China, a company
focus on R&D, Production, Sales and Service the automatic equipment with
national
high-tech
enterprises.
Base
on
the
proprietary intellectual property technology, "aim to develop the industry update
technology", to provide customer the personalized solutions and ceramic
industry equipment.Now we have Automatic Feeding machine, dry powder easy
color system, etc..
Since establishment, with a professional R&D technology, comprehensive
customer service, reliable product quality, to satisfy the customers different
requires for automatic production equipment. Beside, we support the high-quality
service in all the time, established a long-term good cooperation with customers.
Donghai already set up the high popularity and good reputation in China and
oversea market in ceramic industry, especially in ceramic feeding area.

PRODUCTS:
Technical ceramics, components / services, Brick Making Machines, Brick
Production technologies

FRITTA INDIA PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-141
Block C Shivaji Industries near bhagwati weigh bridge lakhdirpur road
morbi - 363631, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919810393676
Email: schanan@fritta.com
Website: https://www.fritta.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Fritta was founded in Vila-real (Castellón, Spain) in 1973. Our activity is based
on the design, manufacture and sale of ceramic frits, enamels, standard digital
inks and colours. Our experience drives us to believe ever more strongly in our
own product, accepting the mission and the challenge of positioning ceramics as
materials without bounds for construction, decoration, and architecture, current
and future.Currently, Fritta designs and develops its products mainly in Spain, at
its installations in Onda (Castellón) as well as at its principal production plants
distributed around the world.
The international expansion that the Company has undergone over recent
decades has allowed it to have greater operability around the world, making
customer service flexible and streamlining it as an added source of value to be
taken on board. Fritta is present today on three continents through its operating
subsidiaries in Italy, Portugal, Vietnam, Mexico, India and Sudáfrica.

Digital products; inks, enamels and effects
With digital technology in inkjet ceramic decoration, special inks and effects
have become a basic product.
Thanks to continuous innovation, the designs of Fritta have been pioneers ever
since the start of this format, as have its advances in digital injection. Today
Fritta offers its own digital standard in ceramic decoration, Fritta Digital, a
system which efficiently streamlines production and makes it enormously more
flexible. Enjoy supreme digital control over colour inks, effects and enamels, all
standing up to the toughest conditions of use and regulations.The result is
efficiently manufactured tiles that also meet an endless number of architectural
and urban planning needs.

Frits for manufacturing ceramic tiles
Specific frits which adapt to every trend, movement or technological advance
taken on by the ceramics sector. Fritta manufactures this component at the

different plants of its subsidiaries around the world, facilitating distribution and
cutting distances and delivery times.

Range of ceramic colors
It is only possible to respond to market trends if you have a good color chart.
The color range, that Fritta offers its customers allows them to adjust production
to all designs and enrich their collections.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

GHOSH MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-014
Bighati bhadreswar hooghly
Hooghly - 712124, West Bengal, India
Tel: +919831878312
Email: gmap.global@gmail.com
Website: http://www.ghoshmachinery.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
WE ARE COMPLETE CERAMIC MACHINERY AND KILN MANUFACTURERS
FOR INSULATORS, SANITARYWARE, TABLEWARE, TILES, BRICKS,
REFRACTORY ETC SINCE 1977.
WE ARE EXPERTS IN TURN KEY SOLUTION.
LIVE DEMO PLANT IS AVAILABLE TO VISIT WITH PRIOR INFORMATION.

PRODUCTS:
Plant construction engineering, Environment Protection, Brick Extruders, Brick
Kilns, Brick Production technologies

GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI SPA
Hall | Booth No. C-211
Via Ghiarola Vecchia n.91, Modenese (MO), Italy
Fiorano - 41042, Modena, Italy
Tel:
Email: info@tecnoferrari.it
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
We have been able to handle complexity since our inception. We deal with
automation. We started in the ceramic industry, a sector that before others
recognized automation as the key to success, and now we operate in all sectors
of Industry 4.0.
We develop, on a daily basis, solutions tailored to the specific needs of each
customer, because we are able to propose dedicated solutions for each
production and product sector.

PRODUCTS:
Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment, Handling / Packaging / Automation,
Digital Printing & Technology, Research & training ,technology transfer, Brick
Making Machines

H A INTERNATIONAL
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-031
Lakhdhirpur road
Morbi - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919879106160
Email: hainternational16@gmail.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
We HA International are glad to introduce ourselves as one of the leading
importer and supplier of international level quality ceramic raw materials,
ceramic grinding materials, Tiles polishing pads in various sizes and other
industrial products.
Our company is engaged into ceramic sector since last six years.
We always efforts in providing completely approved product with better practical
solutions giving successful results with valued services.
We have earned honor and reputation with the support of our
esteemed clients that have regularly appreciated the high standard quality
materials that has been successfully catered to their various requirements.

forever.

Our priority of customer satisfaction will remain our biggest concern

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Glazing Decorating / Surface
Treatment, Tools / Spares / Replacement parts, Technical ceramics, components
/ services

HASTI BELTING
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-249
B/H Shakti Chember,Morbi Wakaner Road,Morbi
Morbi - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919374543777
Email: hastibelting@aol.in
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
HASTI BELTING is leading Authorised Distributor of worlds best products in
Industrial Belts , Bearings & Lubrications . My company is Authorised main
Distributor of : MEGADYNE ITALY AT20 & OTHER BELTS, MITSUBOSHI
JAPAN V & TIMING BELTS, FENNERDRIVE UK PU V & ROUND
BELTS,JARULAN PVC CONVEYOR BELTS , KOYO JAPAN BEARINGS, ZWZ
BEARINGS, KLUEBER GERMANY OIL & GREASE

PRODUCTS:
Tools / Spares / Replacement parts

HINDALCO INDUSTRIES LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-259
Hindalco Industries Ltd., B Wing, 1st floor, Ahura Centre, 82 Mahakali Caves
Road, Andheri(E)
Mumbai - 400093, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +912266917000
Email: somya.vashishtha@adityabirla.com
Website: http://hindalco.com/our-businesses/chemicals-overview

COMPANY PROFILE:
Hindalco Chemicals produces a range of Speciality Aluminas
and Hydrates. We offer a wide spectrum of products to
suit diverse applications such as Standard and Technical
Ceramics, High-Grade Refractories, Fire Retardant Plastics,
Alum, Zeolite and many more. Today, our customised,
tailor-made products serve 42 countries across the globe.
Our aluminas touch everyday lives of people in one way or
another. Our production facility at Belagavi, Karanataka is
backed by state of the art Hindalco Innovation Centre. HIC
not only provides process and analytical support to the Plant
but also carries out application related studies as well as joint
development of new products in association with customers.
Hindalco Chemicals aims at partnering with customers
and providing Total Alumina Solutions to achieve a shared
mission of conserving energy, reducing contamination and
most importantly improving lives.We manufacture Materials
that make the World Greener Stronger Smarter.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

HLT INDUSTRY CO.,LTD.
Hall | Booth No. A-038
NO.25,Zone C,Sanshui Central Hi-tech Industrial Park
Foshan - 528100, Guangdong Sheng, China
Tel: +8613928669959
Email: ryan@hltchina.com.cn
Website: http://www.hltpress.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Established in 1957, HLT Industry Co. Ltd. (hereinafter HLT) has become a
private company dedicated to the manufacturing of powder formation machinery
and ceramic raw material preparation complete project equipment. It is a
National Hi-tech Enterprise, Key Hi-tech Enterprise of National Torch Program,
National Single Champion Enterprise of Manufacturing Industry. China TOP 20
Building Materials Machinery Industries, Innovation Enterprise of Guangdong
Province, Private Scientific and Technological Enterprise of Guangdong
Province, Top 50 Key Enterprise of Guangdong Equipment Manufacturing
Industry, key enterprise of Guangdong Strategic New Industry (Intelligent
Manufacturing) as well as awarded enterprise of China Patent Award and
Foshan City Government Quality Award.
The YP series ceramic hydraulic automatic press, the technology of which is
leading in domestic market and advancing in the global market, is the key and
vital equipment in ceramic companies. HT press is the National Single
Champion Products of Manufacturing Industry, Famous Brand Products of China
Ceramic Industry, Famous Brand Products of China Building Materials
Machinery Industry, National Key New Products, Guangdong Hi-tech Products
and Guangdong Top Brand Products. HLT is the famous and well-known brand
of ceramic press in China and overseas. The products have been exported to
nearly 30 countries and regions in Asia, Africa, Europe and America, enjoying
high reputation worldwide.
As the Drafting Committee of ceramic press and water permeable brick press
industrial standard, and the Participating Committee of refractory hydraulic press
industrial standard, HT has established the provincial engineering technology
R&D center and provincial enterprise technology center. With continuous
passion and endless effort, more than 30 years of development and strong R &
D production strength, HLT has now developed its serial of product in over 40
models ranging from 600-36000 tons with an annual output of over 700 presses
including the ones for refractory, wall/floor tiles. water permeable brick,
aluminum extrusion press and other special presses.
The first belt-driven ball mill with 8-ton capacity developed by HLT in 1983 ended
the vacancy of such product in China, followed by feeding machine, wet
vibration sieve, spray dryer, roller kiln and hydraulic tile press, which witnessed
the modernization of ceramic machinery. Starting from HT dedicate itself to the
ceramic raw material preparation complete project design, manufacturing,
installation and service. With the merge of domestic and foreign technology, HT
introduced the raw material grinding system, energy-saving ball mill, continuous
ball mill environment-friendly spray dryer, multifunctional hot-air generator and
fully automatic batching system which help provide customers with ceramic raw
material preparation equipment of high quality and stability.

PRODUCTS:
Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Form/Shaping, Brick Making Machines

IDEX INDIA PVT. LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-286
IDEX India Pvt. Ltd. - Survey No. 256, GIDC, Manjusar, Savli, Near Bombardier
Circle,
Vadodara - 391770, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +919820988824
Email: samrute@idexcorp.com
Website: http://www.idexindia.in

COMPANY PROFILE:
PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

INTER SER S.P.A.
Hall | Booth No. C-218
Via Giuseppe Verdi
Vercelli - 13100, Piemonte, Italy
Tel: +390161218860
Email: interser@interser.it
Website: http://www.interser.it

COMPANY PROFILE:
INTER SER is the trusted
manufacturers, worldwide.

partner

of

the

majority

of

ceramic

Since more than 20 years we supply spare parts for the ceramics industry.
Our customers choose us for the timely problems solutions, we deeply believe
it is the right feature to become their reference point globally.

PRODUCTS:
Storage,
Technical
ceramics,
components
/
services,
Filling
/
dosing/Feeding/Batching,
Glazing
Decorating
/
Surface
Treatment,
Weighing,measurment and control, Analysis and Laboratory Equipment,
Environment Protection, Tools / Spares / Replacement parts, Digital Inks , Digital
Printing & Technology, Gasifiers, Lubricants, Research & training ,technology
transfer, Brick Kilns, Handling / Packaging / Automation

IRAN CHINA CLAY INDUSTRIES CO.
Hall | Booth No. D-319
Above Esfandiar Intersection, Shahid Rahimi St., 6th Floor
Nelson Mandela St - 1967916974, Tehran, Iran
Tel:
Email: info@icckaolin.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
Iran china Clay Industries Company Is the biggest and experienced company in
producing processed kaolin in noodled and micronized from in Iran the company
was established in 1985 and its processing plant was also exploited in 1993.
This company is pleased by having more than 25 years experience in raw
material production and has always been supported ceramic manufacturers
such as porcelain ,table ware, Sanitary ware ,Tiles and Ceramics ,insulators
,Cement industries , etc.
The nominal capacity of production lines were about 150,000tons (per year)
processed product and 350,000 tons (per year) unprocessed product in which
has been increased to 180,000 tons in all kinds of processed kaolin per year by
improving operations/processing methods .Today increasing capacity preferment
and expanding and foreign market are our strategic aims.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-213
50/E Chandragupta marg Chanakya Puri
New Delhi - 110021, Delhi, India
Tel: +911124101272
Email: newdelhi@ice.it
Website: http://www.ice.it

COMPANY PROFILE:
ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the Governmental agency that supports the
business development of our companies abroad and promotes the attraction of
foreign investment in Italy. With a motivated and modern organization and a
widespread network of overseas offices, ITA provides information, assistance,
consulting, promotion, and training to Italian small and medium-sized
businesses. Using the most modern multi-channel promotion and
communication tools, it acts to assert the excellence of Made in Italy in the
world. The Italian Trade Agency in India was established in 1969 and we are
present with two offices in New Delhi and Mumbai.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Promote/Conveying, Technical
ceramics, components / services, Research & training ,technology transfer

JYOTI INNOVISION PRIVATE LIMITED
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-305
3RD FLOOR 301 MILESTONE NR DRIVE IN CINEMA, THALTEJ, OPP.
RELIANCE SMART
AHMEDABAD - 380054, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919428621200
Email: sales@jyotiinnovision.com
Website: http://www.jyotiinnovision.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
ABOUT US:
We are pleased to introduce Jyoti Innovision Pvt. Ltd. as the leader in
providing unique solutions for abrasion, Corrosion and Cold weld related
technologies.

Several years of dedicated service spread across several industries has given
JYOTI Enterprise a reputation for achieving break-through results in the field of
Wear, Corrosion & Erosion control. During this journey we realized that most of
the companies are facing similar problems of wear & corrosion at various areas
and stages of their production.

Jyoti Innovision Pvt. Ltd. is registered under the Companies act – 1956 and is
working hard to innovate & offer new solutions that prevents huge losses to the
Industry & eventually to the nations economy. We have achieved the knowledge,
technology & thus the competence to serve both the corporate & small scale
sector and are proud to be sure shot solution providers to almost all such issues.
Our Solutions achieve the eco friendly and environment friendly criteria of the
many sovereign Bodies working in this area. The company has spread its
services across several Indian States and countries abroad with its satisfactory,
unique and innovative solutions.

PRODUCTS:
Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Heat treatment / Refractories, Plant construction
engineering, Tools / Spares / Replacement parts, Technical ceramics,
components / services

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD
Hall | Booth No. A-036
xinglong 10lu Guanglong Industrial Zone
Foshan - 528313, Guangdong, China
Tel: +8623836306
Email: ied@kedachina.com.cn
Website: https://www.kedagroup.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD was founded in 1992 and listed in
Shanghai Stock EXchange in 2002, its business covers ceramic machinery,
brick machinery, stone machinery and other building materials machinery
manufacturing & sale, overseas ceramic tile production, chean energy
environmental protection equipment, lithium battery materials, hydraulic pumps,
fluid machinery, smart energy, etc. KEDA products have been sold to more than
60 countries and regions, and have owned many famous brands in the inductry,
such as KEDA, HLT, DLT, Welko, Twyford and Suremaker,etc.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Storage, Promote/Conveying,
Filling / dosing/Feeding/Batching, Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Mixing/Blending,
Form/Shaping, Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment, Heat treatment /
Refractories, Plant construction engineering, Handling / Packaging / Automation,
Tools / Spares / Replacement parts, Technical ceramics, components / services,
Digital Inks , Lubricants, Brick Kilns, Brick Making Machines

KEDAR RUBBER PRODUCTS PRIVATE
LIMITED
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-001
509, 5th Floor, Symmers, Opp. Hotel Yellow Lime, Sarkhej Sanad Road,
Sarkhej,Ahmedabad
Ahmedabad - 382210, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919824444733
Email: kedarrubber@gmail.com
Website: https://www.kedarrubber.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
We are glad to introduce our self Kedar Rubber Products Private Limited as a
one of the leading Manufacturer and Exporter of all type of Rubber products as
per customer requirement from natural and synthetic rubber. At our esteem
organization we consider the Values, Motto, Time, Quality, Service, Innovation
and Customer Satisfaction with Cost Effectiveness.
We are flexible to the fast changing demands of the industry and always ready
to stand with changing demands. Due to dedication we have earned a good
reputation for the fast development, prompt service and consistent high quality
products which you will find as a valuable asset to your organization.
We always keep customer satisfaction in our mind and accordingly provide
quality products to the organization. Also aware of the dimension, design, factor
of industrial products, so it has been continuously striving for preserving the
consistency in formulation, color grade, hardness, finishing of the products
supplied to its customer.
Industrial Products demand a wide knowledge of mechanical, chemical and
atmospheric application for the products that are manufactured. Our company
has come out as rainbow in the creation and manufacturing of elastomer
products which are still and asset to customers, plant and machinery supporting
long working life and better performance.
As per customer's article specification, drawing, sample we make the product
from a variable polymers and ensure the quality.
"QUALITY AND TIME BOUND OF EXECUTION OF WORK IS MANTRA OF
OUR COMPANY"

PRODUCTS:
Tools / Spares / Replacement parts

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.
Hall | Booth No. C-214
VIA PEDEMONTANA 166
FIORANO MODENESE - 41042, Emilia-Romagna, Italy
Tel: +3905369951111
Email: INFO@LB-TECHNOLOGY.COM
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
LB was the first company to invent the dual loading press loading system and
the dry-colouring of ceramic powder, two technological innovations that changed
the production process of porcelain tiles.
Our technologies for the ceramic industry are particularly focused on:
– preparing ceramic body
– milling
– mixing
– colouring
– decoration
– press feeding
– producing flakes

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Storage, Promote/Conveying,
Filling / dosing/Feeding/Batching, Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Classification /
Separation, Mixing/Blending, Weighing,measurment and control, Analysis and
Laboratory Equipment, Plant construction engineering, Handling / Packaging /
Automation

LINUX MAGNETICS
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-108
Linux Magnetics, 118 Road no 6, Kathwada gidc , ahmedabad
Ahmedabad - 382430, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919428419630
Email: linuxmagnetics@gmail.com
Website: http://www.linuxmagnetics.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
We From Linux Magnetics!!
Mfg. of magnetics & Vibro Equipments and we are since 2007 in this field. We
have huge range in magnetic items.

PRODUCTS:
Crushing/Grinding/Milling

MARUTI INTELLI MECH
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-008
195/1, ASHIMA COMPLEX, BEHIND JOHNSON HITACHI, NEAR TULSI
PETROL PUMP
KARANNAGAR, TALUKA: KADI - 382727, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919825232398
Email: info@marutiintelli.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
MARUTI INTELLI MECH., integrates science, industry and technology. Since its
inception, the company, under the philosophy of “Credit First, User Supreme”,
has been witnessing its flourishing business and growing reputation. Especially
in the aspects of the development and manufacture of printing machines, it has
become a professional manufacture enterprise, with high technical content and
complete product varieties and specifications, of printing machines in India.The
company developed In January 2006 Glazing Bell Flow In Varies Size 660 & 800
MM ,The company developed In January 2007 Third Firing Printing Machine,
The company developed, in May 2012 “Digit Ink-spraying Printing Machine”,
which adopted world leading printing technology of ceramic tiles and achieved
great success after being launched on the market. The company developed in
February 2013 “Super Surface Glazing Machine” in order to create high-quality
glaze surface of ceramic tiles,Actively exploring the international market, the
company exports its products to more than twenty countries and areas including,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Pakistan, Egypt, Iran and Turkey, winning high
praise of foreign customers.

PRODUCTS:
Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment

METALCÉRTIMA, S.A.
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-275
Rua Industrial 9
Oliveira do Bairro - 3770-224, Centro, Portugal
Tel: +351234730330
Email: metalcertima@metalcertima.pt
Website: https://www.metalcertima.pt

COMPANY PROFILE:
Company with 45 years of experience, specialized in the development,
manufacture and commissioning of machinery and fully automated turnkey
projects for the production of brick, tile or roof blocks. Metalcértima develops and
manufactures almost all the necessary equipment in-house, providing a global
and integrated solution, tailored to each market, region and specific customer.

PRODUCTS:
Brick Kilns, Brick Making Machines, Brick Production technologies

METCO SRL
Hall | Booth No. C-220
Via Galileo Galilei Nr 4, Valsamoggia Loc. Monteveglio
Monteveglio - 40053, Bologna, Italy
Tel: +39051830393
Email: info@metco.it
Website: https://www.metco.it

COMPANY PROFILE:
Metco Company was incorporated in 1990 to produce complex penetrating
metals for porcelain tile decoration.
In December 1998, Metco set up a permanent research centre in Fiorano
Modenese, initially dedicated to Flat and Rotocolor applications and
subsequently evolving to deal with digital applications.
In the field of digital decoration, Metco has developed the range of colors soluble
Sinkmet ECO-INK which can penetrate for several millimeters in the support, so
as to make possible its lapping thrust.
The Metco research centre can handle all the operations required of an
advanced supplier.
Making use of the most sophisticated application systems available on the
market, the centre allows customers to simulate industrial scale production
conditions to check the correct formulation of their recipes before they are used
for routine production, resulting in enormous end user savings in terms of cash
and time.
Over the years, Metco has set up three subsidiaries - Spain, China and Brazil.
The branch sites provide accurate and competent services including assistance
and product supplies; the four facilities, staffed by native-speaker technologists,
all have product warehouses and quality control production assistance centres.
The mission of Metco is to guarantee complete satisfaction of own customers by
consistently offering only the most advanced technical solutions.

PRODUCTS:
Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment, Digital Inks , Lubricants

MODENA TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
Hall | Booth No. C-251
Sanhuanxi Industrial District, Xiaotang Town, Foshan City, Guangdong Province,
China
FOSHAN - 528222, Guangdong, China
Tel: +8675786631888
Email: info@modena.com.cn
Website: https://www.modena.com.cn/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Modena Technology Limited (formerly Foshan Modena Machinery Co., Ltd.,
hereinafter referred to as "the company") was established in 2003. It is a hightech enterprise specializing in R & D, manufacturing, sales and after-sales
service of ceramic machinery equipment.
Modena is a leading supplier of ceramic firing equipment in China. With thermal
equipment as the core, the company is supplying raw material preparation
equipment, forming equipment and glazing and conveying equipment to drive
the export of complete solution of ceramic production line machinery. In addition
to the China domestic high-end market, our products are also exported to more
than 30 countries, including South Korea, the United States, India, Vietnam,
Bangladesh, Pakistan, Thailand, Taiwan, Indonesia, Malaysia, the United Arab
Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Egypt, Mexico, Colombia and other countries
and regions, winning a good brand reputation for Chinese ceramic equipment,
especially our thermal equipment in the international market.
Modena has become China's largest thermal equipment and ceramic production
line equipment export-oriented manufacturer for years. With our advanced core
technology, cost-effective products, professional international sales and aftersales service team, the company has always maintained high-end market share
and strong competitiveness in domestic and international markets.
Modena always strive to promote the Chinese ceramic machinery to the
international stage, with the aim to become a world-class engergy-optimizing
and eco-friendly complete-set equipment supplier for building materials.

PRODUCTS:
Technical ceramics, components / services

MOULDIES INFOTECH LLP
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-020
248 PACIFIC BUSINESS PARK NEAR SUNORA CERAMIC 8A NATIONAL
HIGHWAY MAHENDRANAGAR MORBI-363642
MORBI - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +918238063319
Email: info@mouldies.com
Website: https://mouldies.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
New Normal-New Horizons-New products...New Idea...New Moulds
We had a dream 4 year back to make a disruptive idea work for Tile Mould & yes
we did it. Today we are first choice for Ceramic tile industry across world having
list of satisfied well reputed clients.
An amazing development is now real.
A splendid six- We have added six new types of moulds in addition to tile
moulds. This is now cheerful news for relevant industry & designers as you can
have perfection on the dot everytime. Let's first present you the new six
champions of perfection and art.
Paver block moulds, Laminate moulds (press plates), Sanitary ware
moulds, Plastic injection moulds ,Crockery ware moulds, Customised
moulds (ask us for any specific type mould)
The reason why we have 5 starred the mould for tiles is simple and here it is.
Express growth:In just two years, a very short period by any count, our sales
grew and the tile moulds earned recognition from tile manufacturers & end user.
Indirectly, actual users too must have sensed the difference though they might
not have known what exactly was the cause. Survey with tile manufacturers
established that our moulds delivered on several fronts.
Perfection: When making a dimension sensitive product like tiles or
sanitaryware, dimension stability is vital. Mouldies have proved to be sturdy
workhorses and retained dimensions turning out tiles with perfect measurement.
Quality: International standard of quality is our primary objective & that’s the
reason we are doing great in Exports.Thorough quality control & strong
command over technical parameters during process, strict quality inspection
post production, Most suitable raw materials give improved life so you can
manufacture more tiles, pavers, crockery, and sanitaryware per mould.
Designer's dream: We are committed to offer renowned designs to meet
expectations. Designs may out of the world, complex and art, Mouldies moulds

press out absolutely perfect products, a perfect blend of next generation design
with high degree of engineering. The uniformity over large batches is something
your buyers and users will appreciate. A booster for sales.
Cost Efficient: This is a feature all will love, respect and demand.
Mouldies offer choice from many trusted associate in very transparent manner, a
fantastic wow factor for our users. Perfection and dimensional stability of the
moulds helps Enhancing life of moulds. Less wastage or damage and more units
per mould can help you to plan longer production runs without downtime. That's
a real viola. A dramatic reduction in costs or to say it better, lot more profits.
Our R&D can now customise moulds for any product that is pressed out. Talk to
us to find out the boundless possibilities.

PRODUCTS:
Form/Shaping

NEPTUNE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-101
VT Industrial Park, Plot No. 6 & 7, Ahmedabad - Mehsana Highway, Ditasan:
382710, Mehsana, Gujarat.
Mehsana - 382732, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919687695944
Email: hardik.thaker@neptune-india.com
Website: http://www.neptine-india.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Neptune Industries is a well-established experienced fast-growing engineering
company with in-house design capability. While following the best industry
standards, we offer complete plant, equipment, special purpose machine
development incorporating globally acclaimed technology. Neptune machines
are found extensively across projects in India and about 27+ countries around
the world.

PRODUCTS:
Storage, Clay building machines, Brick Production technologies, Brick Molding
Machines, Brick Making Machines, Handling / Packaging / Automation, Plant
construction
engineering,
Analysis
and
Laboratory
Equipment,
Weighing,measurment and control, Mixing/Blending, Classification / Separation,
Crushing/Grinding/Milling,
Filling
/
dosing/Feeding/Batching,
Promote/Conveying, Brick Extruders

OFFICINE SMAC SPA
Hall | Booth No. C-216
Via Sacco e Vanzetti 13-15, 41042 Fiorano Modenese (MO), Italy
Fiorano Modenese - 41042, Modena, Italy
Tel: +390536832050
Email: info@smac.it
Website: https://www.smac.it/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Officine Smac S.p.A. was founded in 1969 and is strategically located in the
heart of the Italian ceramic district, in Fiorano Modenese. With its name and
logo, a scorpion that grabs brushes, Officine Smac stands out in the world as a
manufacturer of automations, glazing lines and machinery for the ceramic tiles,
roof tiles and bricks industries. Thanks to an intensive research activity and
targeted strategic choices, Officine Smac has been able to expand on all
international markets becoming one of the leading companies in the glazing
machinery industry and point of reference for the customers. The company
boasts qualified technical staff able to offer specific projecting skills and post
sales assistance in all the countries. The international specialized commercial
network identifies and satisfies customer needs.

PRODUCTS:
Plant construction engineering, Brick Kilns, Brick Making Machines, Brick
Molding Machines, Brick Production technologies, Clay building machines

POPPI CLEMENTINO S.P.A.
Hall | Booth No. C-215
Via Saragat n. 5
reggio Emilia - 42124, Reggio Emilia, Italy
Tel: +390522921337
Email: poppi@poppi.it
Website: https://www.poppi.it/en/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Poppi Clementino SpA was established in 1986 by two founders, Mr. Poppi and
Mr. Gualtieri. The company is specialised in the designs of cutting-edge
solutions for the reduction of energy consumption, the abatement of pollutants
and the optimization of operating costs related to production process. The
extensive experience gained over the years, allows the company to provide
solutions suited to customers’ specific needs with the primary aim to recover all
available energy resources. The adoption of customized solutions combined with
the use of automatic systems, allow the integration even in existing systems,
guaranteeing constant and traceable savings, unchanged production parameters
and the possibility of remote intervention. Today thanks to a continuous
expansion of the R&D department Poppi gain several patents that have
established it as a point of reference in the field of energy saving.

PRODUCTS:

SAAKSHAR MINERALS ORES
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-301
106 DEWALI OPP. SAGAR DARSHAN APARTMENT UDAIPUR
Udaipur - 313001, Rajasthan, India
Tel: +919829321441
Email: shreeores@gmail.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
We are a mine owner & supplier of various minerals since 1988.We have
operational white dolomite and marble mines in the Salumber region
producing onyx, soapstone and dolomite mines near Udaipur and Feldspar
mines in Ajmer and Amet . We are operating four stage crusher at our
dolomite mine site. Grinding and processing units for producing Detergent and
Ceramic grade powder in Udaipur and a Crusher at Mines site for processing
SMS grade Dolomite. We have a holding of almost 450 hectors of mining leases
at various strategic locations in Rajasthan. We are a leading supplier of SMS
grade dolomite to various steel plants. We are a registered firm having office at
Udaipur.
Soapstone and Dolomite Lease We are operating a mining lease of dolomite &
soap stone measuring area of 129.5 hectares, 40 Kms away from Udaipur. At
this lease we are equipped with 3 excavators, fleet of 12 dumpers and wagon
drill with a production capacity of 700-1000 tons per day. We have a four stage
Crushing unit at mine site producing up to 50 tons/hour for SMS GRADE
DOLOMITE for Steel Industries. The 4 Grinding units produce powder of
fineness up to 500 mesh and can be calibrated to produce powder of any given
whiteness and mesh size.
Clientele: Our present Clientele includes:M/s Electrotherm India Limited ,
M/s shreeyam power & Steel Limited ,M/s Jindal Saw Limited ,M/s AM/NS
STEEL Ltd ,Nirma Industries Ltd. ,Haq Steel & Metaiks Ltd. ,Gallant Metal
Ltd. ,SAL Steel Limited. ,Welspun steel Ltd.
We are currently supplying approx. 4500 tons of SMS Grade Dolomite to
different steel plants in Gandhidam belt. And detergent grade dolomite powder
4000 tons per month to Nirma and other Detergent Industries.
Feldspar/ Quartz Lease :- The company is engaged in mining of Feldspar and
Quartz in Ajmer District.At present we have 2 operational leases in Ajmer
region. And four leases in Amet district Rajasmand.
Salumber Marble Lease We hold fully equipped mines of onyx and white
Dolomite in Salumber producing white dolomite of whiteness upto 96%.
Logistics Support With our own fleet of trailers, we can assure you the best
quality service available in the market with on time and preplanned delivery
schedules with no dependency on the market. Also, with our in house fleet our

clients do not have to manage inventory at their location. We can mobilize the
stock as per their requirements. We believe in establishing a long-term
relationship with our clients. If we get an assured long-term contract we would
be more than pleased to put up appropriate processing plant to cater your
specific requirements in terms of size, specification and quantity.
We also request you to visit our site once for proper evaluation and your
satisfaction.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

SACMI ENGINEERING (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-201
No.3, Ratnam Square, Plot 38 & 39
Navi Mumbai - 400705, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +919867601534
Email: sacmi.india@sacmi.in
Website: https://www.sacmi.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
The parent company, SACMI Imola, is the technological and productive heart of
the Group, with over 1,100 employees and the headquarters of all strategic
activities related to innovation and research of new products, production
processes, services.
Continuous investments in Research & Development - over 150 million euros
invested in 3 years - allow SACMI to offer the market the best state of the art
technologies, working alongside the customer to develop increasingly efficient,
competitive and sustainable products and processes.
A strong push towards internationalization - the SACMI Group steadily develops
more than 85% of its business abroad - combined with a strong local presence
allow the company to operate in a widespread manner in the various businesses
and markets of reference, developing ever new technological applications for the
improvement and evolution of its range of products.
The SACMI group is an international leader in the supply of advanced
technologies for the ceramics, metals, packaging, food and beverage industries
and for the production of containers made of plastic and advanced materials.

PRODUCTS:
Technical ceramics, components / services, Digital Printing & Technology

SAINT GOBAIN FORMULA
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-156
Kutzhutte
Walkenried - 37445, Others, Germany
Tel: +447912551611
Email: jema.daya@saint-gobain.com
Website: http://www.saintgobainformula.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Saint-Gobain Formula is a leading supplier of industrial plaster and gypsum
solutions. We have 8 plants globally and our robust supply chain and distribution
allows us to serve our customers effectively and efficiently.
We have a diverse portfolio of products that can be used in a wide range of
markets such as ceramics, construction materials, dental and personal care,
food, agriculture and environment.
We have an in-house team of technical experts that support our customers
should they need it. We ensure that each and every customer is at the centre of
everything we do. We take the time to build strong partnerships so that should
our customers need us we are there for them.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

SCI DIGITAL SOLUTION PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-221
2nd Floor ,Somnath Chamber ,Nr-Regenta Hotel Lalpar Morbi
Morbi - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919712654545
Email: ketan@scicolor.in
Website: https://www.scf-colorificio.it

COMPANY PROFILE:
¨Made in Italy¨ is much more than an indication of premium quality of products.
The history of Italian ceramic industry has a lot to contribute in innovations of
modern trend technology for ceramic manufacturers. SCF colorificio ceramico
has strong presence and serving ceramic industries since more than 20 years
with its innovative & quality products. SCF was incorporated with knowhow and
technology passed on from the famous name of Italian ceramic industry ¨ Ditta
Fanciullacci ¨. With all experience and knowledge received, the main goal of
SCF to diversify traditional business into digital technology which is key today in
the new modern era for industrial digital printing.
While continue to R&D for digital diversification, SCF continues their production
for high quality technical ceramic pigments in Italy. In 2008, SCF expands by
starting pigment production facility in China for some of their products bases on
quality raw materials available there to be produced locally. While Italy remains
the headquarter of SCF, all new innovations of digital ceramic products continue
to be produced in Italy with modern technology of ceramic ink production. We
remain one of only few companies Italy to continue their production facilities for
ceramic inks. SCF has presence in ceramic market around the world with
different kind of business models depending upon size of market. SCF is
working with OEM agreement with some countries by providing all of their
products and technical support to local partners.
Researching Innovative products and high level of technical assistance has
been the keys of success for SCF in all part of their presence. SCF is the
founder and current leader in the production of modern trends digital inks ¨CD
Yellow¨, ¨CD Red¨, ¨C Green¨ with full inhouse process from production of base
pigments to the production of final digital inks. SCF continues their research on
full digital technology and has developed full digital materials which are widely
used for thin porcelain large formats.

PRODUCTS:
Digital Inks , Digital Printing & Technology

SG INSTRUMENTS PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-324
Plot-65,2nd floor ,Sai Enclave ,Sec-23 Dwarka
New Delhi - 110077, Delhi, India
Tel: +911142883851
Email: sales@sg-instruments.com
Website: https://sg-instruments.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
About Us
SG Instruments Pvt. Ltd. was incorporated in the year 1996 and had initiated to
build an organization where we focus on bringing high technology innovative
systems to the Indian research community. We have steadily grown in our
abilities to provide an effective support system for both the customers as well as
overseas manufacturers and we would be very pleased to have an opportunity
to work with you to contribute to your research aim.
Why Choose Us?
Because we have a purpose! Our idea is to offer the kind of research experience
in India which is at par with the scientific studies carried out worldwide. Bring
down the time consumed and make it cost-effective. Not only that. Reduce the
material wastage in the process keeping in mind the impact on the environment.
We specialize in instrumentation catering to the area of Material Science and
Nano-Biotechnology. Keeping in mind the ever evolving technologies, we are
dedicated to bring more compact and efficient solutions to our eminent
researchers.

PRODUCTS:
Analysis and Laboratory Equipment

SHIVAM ENTERPRISE
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-267
8-A national highway
Morbi - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +918238950900
Email: Vijay@evolutionceramic.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
Shivam Enterprise is a new venture of Antique group of companies, which is one
of the largest Vitrified Tiles manufacturer in India. The flagship company,
Antique Marbonite Pvt. Ltd. was incorporated in the year 2003. The Company
started a green field plant with an installed capacity of 5,000 square meter per
day for manufacturing Vitrified Polished Tiles. To achieve company’s ambitious
plans and the growth potential in the vitrified tile segment, it entered into joint
venture with H & R Johnson (I) Ltd in May 2005. The company is ISO
9001:2000 certified company. The company has already established itself as
one of the most cost efficient plant in India.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Glazing Decorating / Surface
Treatment, Tools / Spares / Replacement parts

SHIWKON DIGITEK PRIVATE LIMITED
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-292
309, PUSHPAM COMPLEX, OPP. SIMA HALL, 100 FT SHYAMAL ANAND
NAGAR ROAD,
AHMEDABAD - 380015, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919375050707
Email: sales@shiwkon.com
Website: https://www.shiwkon.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
SHIWKON, founded in 1994, has established itself as the leading Manufacturer
& Supplier of high-tech instrumentation in the field of Temperature
Measurement, System Automation and various process control instruments. The
key to the success of SHIWKON has been its commitments to provide better
quality with high standards of committed service support. This has been made
possible by our strong team of qualified, dedicated and trained engineers, which
resulted in more than 3000+ satisfied clients all over India and abroad.

PRODUCTS:
Mixing/Blending, Heat treatment / Refractories, Weighing,measurment and
control, Analysis and Laboratory Equipment

SHREE BHAGAWATI TRADING
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-155
MORBI
Morbi - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919925223579
Email: sbt579@gmail.com
Website: http://bhagawatistore.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Company is dealing with Alumina Lining bricks, media, gearbox, motor and
spare parts of ceramic tiles and Sanitaryware industries.

PRODUCTS:
Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Mixing/Blending, Handling / Packaging / Automation,
Tools / Spares / Replacement parts, Technical ceramics, components / services,
Lubricants

SHREE RAM KAOLIN
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-257
MAIN BAZAAR, JUNAVAS-MADHAPAR
BHUJ - 370020, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919586385072
Email: hiren@shreeramkaolin.com
Website: https://shreeramkaolin.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Shree Ram Group was established in the Kutch, Gujarat by Mr. P. D. Solanki in
1977. Because of his excellent knowledge of Research and Geology, he
discovered high quality Kaolin Clay deposits in the Kutch district more than four
decades ago. Later, Mr. Vinod P. Solanki had developed and diversified his
family business. With a legacy of more than 40 years, Mr. Mohit V. Solanki is
leading his business in the domestic and global market since 2007.
Shree Ram Group is one of the India’s largest manufacturer, exporter and
supplier of China Clay and its value added products. Because of modern and
fully equipped plant, we process various products under supervision of our
quality assurance team. We are focused on product improvement and innovation
with utmost possible accuracy.
Shree Ram Group is managed by qualified & experienced professional to
provide specialized services to various sectors. Many of our employees are
working with us since decades due to pleasure and satisfaction in the safe
working environment. We ensure uninterrupted supply products to our valued
clients even during the monsoon due to huge capacity of operation ability. We
have modern fully functional in house laboratory where we analyze right from
mining raw material to finished products.
We offer a wide range of products which include Crude China Clay, Levigated
China Clay, Hydrous Kaolin Powder, Silica Sand, Silica Quartz Powder and
Calcined Kaolin Powder. We manufacture products using the advanced and fully
automatic system for our privileged customers. Throughout all our endeavours,
we strive to achieve the highest level of customer satisfaction and care.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-004
HARIGUN PLAZA, MAHENDRANAGAR CHOWKDI-MORBI 2-363642,INDIA.
MORBI - 363642, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919913499122
Email: SHREESHIVAINTERNATIONAL6515@GMAIL.COM
Website: https://www.shreeshivainternational.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
"Shree Shiva International"
Established in 2005, located at world's largest ceramic tile cluster Morvi City of
India.
We
entertain
to
source,blend,compound
certain
type
of
minerals,intermediates and arrange supplies to Morvi based wall,floor, vitrified
tiles,slabs,sanitaryware manufacturing units.
The Promoters of this group have wide knowledge and expertise related to
Ceramic raw materials and their applications.Our promoters are gaining
experience since 1998.
The group holds stakes in different manufacturing facilities for ascertaining the
consistent materials, quantities,time bound deliveries.
Our export/domestic product lines contain Clay, Feldspar, Bentonite, Quartz and
Silica sand. With Talented and Experienced associates and having presence in
various states of India. We are able to handle all size of orders.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Glazing Decorating / Surface
Treatment, Weighing,measurment and control, Technical ceramics, components
/ services, Digital Printing & Technology, Research & training ,technology
transfer, Brick Production technologies

SICER INKERA PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-241
sicer inkera pvt ltd
Morbi - 363621, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919725364545
Email: krishna.gohil@sicerinkera.com
Website: https://sicerinkera.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Sicer Inkera Pvt Ltd is the jointventure of Sicer Group in India. In January 2019,
Sicer Spa, Italian group, completed the formal acquisition of a majority stake in
the company Sol Ink, from many year a leading Indian manufacturer and
distributor of ceramic digital inks under INKERA brand.
The new Sicer Inkera, since joining the international group Sicer Spa, in
addition to the well-established range of inks and digital materials, has been
producing ceramic glazes and compounds along with technical grits and
specialities for glazing premium ceramic surfaces.
Sicer Spa is a globalized company, an historic ceramic glaze and colour
producer, suppling a wide range of materials, including frits, glaze, grits and
digital materials for the production of extremely high-quality tiles, with a special
focus on large-size ceramic slabs.
Sicer group, with the headquarters in Italy (Modena), has a well-established
global presence with facilities in Spain, Mexico, Indonesia and now available in
India. Sicer Inkera, established in Morbi-Gujarat, the major area of indian
ceramic production, is able to serve all the Indian Market and Indian SubContinent with the best quality of products and an high level of technical support
and service.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Glazing Decorating / Surface
Treatment, Environment Protection, Technical ceramics, components / services,
Digital Inks , Digital Printing & Technology

SIGMA INSTRUMENTATION
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-021
Vatva GIDC, Ahmedabad,Gujarat
Ahmedabad - 382445, Gujarat, India
Tel: +917925835943
Email: sigmainstru.2010@gmail.com
Website: http://www.sigmafillingsystems.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
We are leading manufacturers and suppliers of Dry Mix Mortar Plants which are
employed in various industries. Our Dry Mix Mortar Plants have a very fine
efficiency with a very less power consumption. Dry mix mortar is also called premixed mortar, which made in the factory by precise batching and uniform mixing.
It can be used directly just by adding water in construction site. It has different
properties though adding different additives.
We have been backed by a team of skilled experts, which conducts market
research to improve ourselves with the passage of time. They keep themselves
updated about the knowledge and technical advancements related to our
fabrication processes and equipment. With their support, we have been able to
offer products that conform with global quality specifications. Moreover, they
deliver quality modulation services to the clients. Our organization focuses on
attaining complete customer satisfaction. The products range is highly
demanded all across Indian Subcontinent, South/West Africa, East Asia, Middle
East and South East Asia.
With the efficient leadership of our Managing Partner, 'Mr. Naresh Patel', we
have been able to attain a distinctive position in this highly competitive industry.
With his comprehensive technical talent and excellent management abilities, he
provides the essential driving force to our organization to stay ahead of our
competitors.

PRODUCTS:
Filling / dosing/Feeding/Batching, Mixing/Blending, Weighing,measurment and
control, Handling / Packaging / Automation

SILCARB RECRYSTALLISED PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-316
#38, 17TH CROSS, MALLESHWARAM
BANGALORE - 560055, Karnataka, India
Tel: +919341443836
Email: info@silcarb.com
Website: https://www.silcarb.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Silcarb a 40 year old company, working on technical ceramics has launched a
host of silicon carbide based kiln furniture. The entire range of products which
includes Rsic,SISIC,NBSIC and Obsic are manufactured at its state of the art
manufacturing plant located in Bangalore India.DO call +91-80-23347004 for a
quick quote.

PRODUCTS:
Heat treatment / Refractories, Technical ceramics, components / services, Brick
Kilns

SONYA CERAMICS
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-304
Sonya Ceramics 711 ANIL Road
Ahmedabad - 380025, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919444252873
Email: kilnfurniture@sonyaceramics.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
Since 1960 Sonya has been a progressive leader in the ceramic industry
earning a reputation for quality, service & dependability. Sonya group employ’s
more than 400 long term experienced people at two different sites i.e. at Kadi &
Ahmedabad.
Sonya manufactures L.T. Insulators & Technical Ceramics, which are related to
Electrical Industries & Heater Industries, whereas their other products are Wall,
Roof & Paving Tiles, which are used in niche market & by high end builders.
Sonya also manufactures one chemical namely Sodium Silicate related to soap
& textile industry. Our latest addition in manufacturing is Peanut Butter &
Blanched Peanuts for Food Industry.

PRODUCTS:
Heat treatment / Refractories, Technical ceramics, components / services, Brick
Kilns

SPECTEK INSTRUMENTS PVT. LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-326
313 Manish Chambers ,Sonawala Cross Road ,Goregaon (E)
Mumbai - 400063, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +919820031729
Email: admin@spectek.co.in
Website: http://www.spectek.co.in

COMPANY PROFILE:
Spectek Instruments Pvt. Ltd. is a leading Solution Provider in the area of
Analytical Instrumentation. We partner with some of the best Analytical
Instrumentation companies in the world to get the latest technology and
instrumentation to our customers. We provide unparalleled Application and
Service Support through our factory trained engineers located across the
country. We are engaged in the marketing, pre-sales consultation, sales,
application support and service support of Analytical Instruments.
We cater to a wide range of industries like Mining, Cement, Ceramics, Metal
Manufacturing, Metal trading, Scrap Recyclying, Automobile, Jewellery,
Environmental Compliances, Petrochemical, Third party Inspection Agencies,
Commercial Testing Labs, Research and Academia.

PRODUCTS:
Analysis and Laboratory Equipment

SPECTRIS TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-321
Malvern Panalytical, a division Spectris Technologies Pvt Ltd P 560-562, 5th
Floor, Block C, JMD Megapolis Sohna Road
Gurgaon - 122001, Haryana, India
Tel: +918595122608
Email: mohd.saif@panalytical.com
Website: https://www.malvernpanalytical.com/en/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Malvern Panalytical, our technologies are used by scientists and engineers in a
wide range of industries and organizations to solve the challenges associated
with maximizing productivity, developing better quality products and getting them
to market faster. Our technologies enable the measurement of parameters
including particle size, shape and concentration, chemical identity, zeta potential,
protein charge, molecular weight, size and structure, biomolecular interactions
and stability, elemental concentrations and crystallographic structures. Highly
reliable and robust characterization of these properties is fundamental to
predicting how a product will behave during use, to optimizing its performance
and achieving manufacturing excellence.

PRODUCTS:
Analysis and Laboratory Equipment

STELLA PROFESSIONAL
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-303
415/1 MARUTI TITANIUM, NIKOL RING ROAD, NIKOL
AHMEDABAD - 382350, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919978923464
Email: import@aeon-india.com
Website: http://www.aeon-india.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Foshan Scirise Trading Company Ltd. Is a diversified company that specializes
in ceramic machinery design, manufacture and sales, since its establishment,
scirise has been adhering to the business philosophy of “Unceasing exploration
& innovation and unchanged integrity & quality”. After years of development,
scirise supplies a full series of tile processing equipment with variety of product
types to International and Domestic tiles manufacturing client.
Scirise china office is located in shiwan town, Foshan city, Guangdong Province
whereas Scirise Indian office is located in Bharat nagar, Morbi city, Gujarat which
is the distribution center of ceramic machinery and accessories, Scirise
possesses a great number of electromechanical professionals and managerial
personnel and had long been engaged in research on ceramic equipment.
Regarding “scientific and technology innovation” as the core, Scirise introduces
up to date ceramic equipment technologies from china and foreign countries and
applies the technologies to production, constantly developing new product with
advanced design. Scirise produces high production efficient, convenient in
operation, safe and reliable products. With affordable products, Scirise begins to
the enter the international market.
Scirise is specializing in designing, manufacturing, and installing equipment that
can produce slab tiles, floor tiles, exterior and interior wall tiles, antique or
foreign wall tiles and porcelain tiles as well as production line installation. Scirise
Products cover a full variety of equipment and accessories, including ceramic
pressing and overturning machine, glazing line, roller table, pre-kiln ceramic
storage machine, multi – layer roller drying kiln elevator, vertical ball miller,
glazing line compensator, Magic table, Backwash machine, barrel roll screen.
new product will be launched based on market circumstance and customer
requirements.

PRODUCTS:
Raw
materials
and
additives,
materials
and
aids,
Filling
/
dosing/Feeding/Batching, Crushing/Grinding/Milling, Form/Shaping, Glazing
Decorating / Surface Treatment, Plant construction engineering, Tools / Spares /
Replacement parts, Technical ceramics, components / services, Brick Kilns

SUNTEC ENERGY SYSTEMS
Hall 2 | Booth No. C-303
Plot no 56, Phase-1, Naroda GIDC,
Ahmedabad - 382330, Gujarat, India
Tel: +917922805529
Email: customercare@suntecenergy.in
Website: http://www.suntecenergy.in

COMPANY PROFILE:
SUNTEC Energy Systems has been in the forefront of Thermal & Heat
Management Technologies for the last 25 years - since its inception.
As an Exclusive Distributor of RIELLO Burners for India and adjoining countries,
SUNTEC - unlike other Importers, Suppliers, Traders, - has been instrumental in
influencing RIELLO in changing its design and adapting their Burners to suit the
Indian requirements. Possessing strong technical competence, know- how and
experience, SUNTEC has emerged as one of the most dependable company
when it comes to Thermal & Heat Management.
Added to this is the technical backup provided by RIELLO and the availability of
their facilities for innovation. It may interest you to note that, RIELLO
incorporated in 1920, is one of the largest Burner/HWB manufacturers in the
world, rolling out over 500,000 Burners per annum and holding a market share
of over 19%. Spread over four manufacturing facilities, RIELLO has the largest
R & D Center for Burners with five state-of-art laboratories manned by over 90
professionals.
Ably manned by Qualified and Trained Engineers, the SUNTEC Team is
available 24 X 7 with additional capabilities of Project Management, Application
Engineering, and Design & Development etc. Today SUNTEC has established a
wide base of Service & Support Network (Currently 20 Centers) spread across
the country and covers major industrial clusters and cities and is expanding
every day.
With over 15000 installations spread across the country, SUNTEC has garnered
an enviable experience and knowledge about the applications and Burners
selection for Indian applications and working conditions. On a broad base
RIELLO Burners find their usage in the following industries:-

• Textile
Industry

• Road Machinery

• Molding
Machines

• Heat
Treatment

• Metal Melting & • Automotive
Annealing
Sector

• Laundry

• Garment
Manufacturing

• Hotels &
Hospitality

• Ceramic
Industry

• Chemical &
• Specialty
Process Industry Kitchens

• Agricultural
Dryers

• How Water &
Air Generators

• Surface
Coating

• Food Processing – Bakeries,
• Healthcare &
Confectioneries, Frying
Hospitals
Applications
With superior application expertise and leading knowledge of combustion
solutions, we deliver safe, reliable, efficient, and clean heat to industry
worldwide.
The Salient features of SUNTEC RIELLO Combustion equipment are –High
heat transfer rate. Excellent flame retention. Wide range of firing rates.
Easy installation. Less maintenance, High Turn down ,Easy modulation
SUNTEC provides Burners starting from 10 kW to 32 MW for different fuels like
Natural Gas, LPG, Light Oil, Heavy Oil (F.O.), Duel Fuel (Light Oil / Gas & Heavy
Oil / Gas). RIELLO also offer a an industrial dual bloc burner which can be used
with preheated combustion air (heat recovery from high temperature flue gases)
up to 250°C for energy saving and high efficiency.
SUNTEC also supplies and Commissions on TurnKey Basis Hot Water
Generators required by Hospitality, Healthcare, Housing Societies and similar
other end applications.In association with its group company Isotex, SUNTEC
supplies and commissions Fuel & Cost Efficient Boilers as well for various
applications.
Contact us for all your needs related to Thermal Energy Handling. Put our
experience to use. Avail the SUNTEC advantage.

PRODUCTS:
Glazing Decorating / Surface Treatment, Heat treatment / Refractories, Technical
ceramics, components / services

SYNCO INDUSTRIES LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-013
16-A-3, HEAVY INDUSTRIAL AREA
JODHPUR - 342003, Rajasthan, India
Tel: +919414194987
Email: trb@synco.co.in
Website: https://www.syncoceramics.com/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Synco Industries Limited started its operation in the year 1982 and is consider
me as one of the leading manufacturers, exporters and suppliers of a broad
variety of the best quality of Ceramic products. Inclusive of Zirconium Beads,
Zirconium Silicate Beads and Zirconia Alumina Composite Beads. we offer a
wide range of products. Used for various decoration and preparation purposes,
the offered beads are known for their low maintenance & working cost, longer
serving. As per the specifications, requirements and demands provided by our
clients, the offered beads can be customized at our end. Due to our large
production line, we have been able to meet the bulk demands in the most
efficient manner. In addition to this, the offered beads are available with us at
competitive pricing.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

SYSTEM CERAMICS INDIA PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-111
b-511, Mondeal Heights
Ahmedabad - 380015, Gujarat, India
Tel: +917069510022
Email: rakesh.srivastava@systemceramics.com
Website: https://www.systemceramics.com/it

COMPANY PROFILE:
System Ceramics is a company of Coesia Group, that designs and produces
process systems for the ceramic tile industry worldwide.
Eng. Luca Bazzani is System Ceramics Chief Executive Officer.
It has reached and maintains a position of leader-ship in the market through
constant investments (5% of its annual turnover) in research and
development, in the various departments of the company that develop
innovative and avant-garde technological solutions.
Strategic Business Units have been set up in System Ceramics to optimize
synergies and different market interests

PRODUCTS:
Form/Shaping, Handling / Packaging / Automation, Tools / Spares /
Replacement parts, Digital Printing & Technology

TECHNO CERAM PVT LTD (IRAN CHINA CLAY
INDUSTRIES)
Hall 2 | Booth No. D-319
Office 508,Dream Rise ,Science City road, Sola,
Ahmedabad - 380060, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919537667022
Email: teknoceram.dipen@gmail.com
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
IRAN China Clay Industries Company (ICC Kaolin) was established in 1985 and
its processing plant was also exploited in 1993. ICC Kaolin Company is one of
the biggest and experienced company in producing processed kaolin in noodled
and micronized form with high quality and in large quantity with 80% share of
Iran’s market and active in global markets as well. We are exporting our
products to many countries such as Turkey, Bangladesh, Turkeminstan, UAE,
India, Syria etc.
The applications we recommend for our products could be categorized as
sanitary ware, Ceramic Tiles, Porcelain Tiles, Table ware/Porcelain ware, Electro
Porcelain, and Refractory Tiles depending on demand of various customers.

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

TORRECID INDIA PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-131
Plot no 29,30 & 31,GIDC Savil,Alindra ,Taluka:savli,
Vadodara - 391775, Gujarat, India
Tel: +912667676900
Email: india@torrecid.com
Website: https://www.torrecid.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Torrecid is a Globalized Multinational Family Business founded in 1963,
dedicated to provide products, services, solutions and future trends to the
Ceramic, Glass and other sectors. Torrecid is present in 28 countries around the
world with customers in more than 130 countries. It's headquaters are located in
Alcora, Castellón, Spain.
Our mission is “Provoke CHANGE through Global Leadership in INNOVATION
creating new solutions and Technological Trends and Fashion to conquer the
Future, generating the greatest differentiation and the MAXIMUM ADDED
VALUE”
For more information please visit www.torrecid.com

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Digital Inks

TRANS INDIA CERAMICS PVT LTD
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-121b
306,Sarthik Square, B/S. Pizza Hut,S.G Road
Ahmedabad - 380054, Gujarat, India
Tel: +917926852366
Email: hari@xphereindia.com
Website: https://xphereindia.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Trans India Ceramics Pvt. Ltd - Deals with the Sales of Digital Inkjet Printers,
Printer Spare Parts & Digital Inks from Efi Cretaprint, Spain in India &
Bangladesh.

PRODUCTS:
Digital Inks , Digital Printing & Technology

UMM AL QUWAIN FREE TRADE ZONE
AUTHORITY
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-022
UAQ FTZA, Umm Al Quwain, UAE, PO Box 7072
Umm Al Quwain - 7072, Umm al Qaywayn, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971561774779
Email: k.fernandes@uaqftz.com
Website: http://www.uaqftz.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Umm Al Quwain means “the mother of two strengths”, which refers to the
emirate’s two powers – land and sea. The emirate is now ruled by H.H. Sheikh
Saud bin Rashid Al Mua'lla and the crown prince is H.H. Sheikh Rashid bin
Saud bin Rashid Al Mua'lla. Umm Al Quwain lies between the Emirate of Ras Al
Khaimah and Ajman on the west coast, with a location along the important trade
way between Asia and India. The emirate consists of the coastal city of Umm alQuwain and the inland oasis town of Falaj Al Mualla. It has a coastline stretching
24 km. The Emirate has an area of 770 Sq. Km.

PRODUCTS:
Storage, Crushing/Grinding/Milling

VALGRO ENGINEERS PRIVATE LIMITED
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-005
"Valgro-House", 2nd Floor, Shailly Square, Nr. Bharat Petroleum Pump, N.H-8,
Viratnagar
Ahmedabad - 382350, Gujarat, India
Tel: +919426707878
Email: valgro@valgroabrasives.com
Website: http://www.valgroabrasives.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
We, Valgro Group of Companies are one of the Asia's largest abrasive brush &
abrasive brushing Machine Manufacturer for surfacing solution. "Valgro-Fynex"
abrasives offers optimal answers to a huge range of finishing, polishing &
surface preparation problems. we are being preferred by more & more
industries as a superior alternative to traditional products in the field, due to our
technological efficiency and fineness since 1996.
We Valgro Abrasives, provide the best and economical solution for surface
preparation work to increase productivity and reduce rework and labor cost.
Our Business covers the areas of Engineering, Automobile,Aerospace,
Ceramics, Defense, Electronics, Rubber Power Generation plant, steel
Fabrication, Stainless Steel Service Center, Textile, Metal Strip Industries as well
as surgical equipment etc. In short "application are endless", It takes more than
the technology alone to produce perfect surface finishing specifications. It takes
a company with extensive knowledge and experience with wide range of
abrasive products and applications.

PRODUCTS:
Technical ceramics, components / services

VIDEOJET TECHNOLOGIES (I) PVT. LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. A-019
S-220, Eastern Business District
Mumbai - 400078, Maharashtra, India
Tel: +917718877919
Email: nitin.wagh@videojet.com
Website: https://videojet.in

COMPANY PROFILE:
Videojet Technologies provides the right product identification solution through
the broadest range of technologies, and is committed to providing quality
equipment, supplies, and service designed to perform with maximum reliability,
efficiency, ease of operation and little maintenance. Videojet large and small
character ink jet printers, laser coding systems, thermal transfer printers and
labelling equipment apply variable data such as best-by dates, production date,
lot number and operator information, as well as linear and 2D bar codes onto
virtually every possible product packaging, shipping container or pallet. Videojet
Technologies Inc, has direct presence in India through Videojet Technologies (I)
Pvt. Ltd. with its corporate office in Mumbai and Regional offices at Delhi,
Bangalore, and Kolkata and access to almost 52 locations across India.

PRODUCTS:
Plant construction engineering, Handling / Packaging / Automation, Digital Inks ,
Digital Printing & Technology

VIDRES INDIA CERAMICS PVT.LTD.
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-121a
306,Sarthk Square ,B/S Pizza Hut ,S.G Road
Ahmedabad - 380054, Gujarat, India
Tel: +917926852366
Email: hari@xphereindia.com
Website: https://xphereindia.com

COMPANY PROFILE:
Started in 2006, Vidres India Ceramics Pvt. Ltd. has grown leaps and bounds
in the last decade, deriving support from the Technical competitiveness as well
as Design and Development capabilities of our Technical Partner Vidres S.A,
Spain. We specialize in supply of :
Raw Materials / Frits & Glazes / Ceramic Colours

Full Range of Compound Engobes & Glazes for Polish, Rustic, Matt &
High Gloss series for Floor, GVT, DFF & Elevation tiles
Printing & Special Effect Powders
Additive mediums & Deflocculants
Metal Glazes
Luster & Granules for High Gloss
Digital Inks from Vidres S.A Spain

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids, Glazing Decorating / Surface
Treatment, Digital Inks , Digital Printing & Technology

VISHNU BARIUM PRIVATE LIMITED
Hall 2 | Booth No. B-151
PLOT C -23 ,ROAD NO - 8,FILM NAGAR,
Hyderabad - 500033, Telangana, India
Tel: +919949258111
Email: MSRAO@VISHNUCHEMICALS.COM
Website:

COMPANY PROFILE:
We are the manufacture of Barium Carbonate

PRODUCTS:
Raw materials and additives, materials and aids

ZHEJIANG TIANLI MAGNET TECHNOLOGY
CO.,LTD
Hall | Booth No. A-025
No.11 shuyuan road
JInhua - 322100, Zhejiang, China
Tel: +8657986816586
Email: jackhuang@tianlimagnet.com
Website: http://www.dytldcsb.com/indexen.php

COMPANY PROFILE:
Brief of ‘Tianli Magnet’
‘Tianli Magnet’short name of Zhejiang tianli magnet technology co ltd founded in
2006, is a national high-tech enterprise. The company located in the Dongyang
city of Zhejiang, with beautiful name of ‘magnet capital’ and ‘oriental Hollywood’.
It is about 20 kilometers away from the Yiwu airport.
The company owns two subsidiaries namely ‘zhejiang magnet environment
technology co ltd’ and ‘zhejiang jingsen environment technology co ltd’. It
provides full services of scientific research and development, process design,
Commissioning and installation.The products of ‘Tianli Magnet’ includes
magnetic separators,magnets,lifting machines,eddy current separators,intelligent
sensor sorters,intelligent robotic sorters,mobile separators,solid waste
separators, etc. The company has close cooperation with domestic universities
and scientific research units, has developed dozens of products and hundreds of
specifications,in addition to the dozens of patents.
The business of ‘Tianli Magnet’ are growing very fast in the past years. So many
products are widely used in the industry of mining, construction,Coal,brick and
tile,metallurgy,chemical engineering, papermaking,rubber, glass,food and
environmental protection. Nowadays, our products find their new positions in the
industry of processing plants like Household garbage,Stale garbage, E-waste ,
C&D waste, ASR(auto shredder residual), IBA (Incinerator bottom ash), etc.
The company are authorized the certificate of import&export, and exported the
products to more than 30 countries and districts. The company's vision is to be
the world-class corporation. Rely on the advanced technology, excellent product
quality, moderate price, good after-sales service, and the sincerely cooperation
with our customers, we are going forward to the target.
Your visit are warmly welcomed by everyone of ‘Tianli Magnet’!

PRODUCTS:
Classification / Separation

ZHUHAI JUHAI TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD
Hall | Booth No. C-296
Building 5, No.1 East Longshan 2nd Road, Doumen Town
Zhuhai - 519100, Guangdong, China
Tel: +867563928200
Email: sales@juhai.cn
Website: http://www.juhai.cn/

COMPANY PROFILE:
Juhai company is the wholly-owned subsidiaries of Guangdong Juxin New
Material Technology Co., Ltd. Hightech enterprises, established in 1996, Branch
member of China Machine Tool Industry Association Super-hard Materials
council .Juhai manufacture a wide range of the resin、 metal and ceramic bond
diamond tools and CBN abrasive, and strive for research, development,
production and sales .Our products mainly used for grinding ceramic and
porcelain tiles with water-free process, additionally, used for cutting and
polishing stone, glass , air condition compressor , automotive spare parts , and
cemented carbide tools . Annual output in total exceeds three million pieces, the
quality of some products has reached the international leading level and export
all over the world.
Juhai has a first-class R&D team, our factory is officially recognized as core
technology center in Zhuhai , and products are awarded as high-tech products
by Guangdong Province Government.

PRODUCTS:
Crushing/Grinding/Milling,
Treatment

Form/Shaping,

Glazing

Decorating

/

Surface

List of exhibitors
according to product
groups (systematical)
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1. RAW MATERIALS AND ADDITIVES,
MATERIALS AND AIDS
EXCEL MAGNETICS

C-265

Shivam enterprise

C-267

Iran china Clay Industries Co.

D-319

SAAKSHAR MINERALS ORES

D-301

Behdash Chemical co

D-337

VISHNU BARIUM PRIVATE LIMITED

B-151

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

H A International

A-031

Aeon International

D-303

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL

A-004

B R STEEL PRODUCTS PVT LTD

C-271

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

BLACK ROSE INDUSTRIES LIMITED

C-263

ATA PLASTER

A-026

Hindalco Industries Ltd.

C-259

SHREE RAM KAOLIN

C-257

IDEX India Pvt. Ltd.

C-286

SYNCO INDUSTRIES LTD.

A-013

ALFA PIGMENT & CHEMICALS PVT
LTD

D-327

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

Italian Trade Agency

C-213

Astron Zircon Pvt. Ltd.

B-166

Bond Impex

A-016

FRITTA INDIA PVT lTD

B-141

sicer inkera pvt ltd

C-241

CARBORUNDUM UNIVERSAL
LIMITED | ELECTRO MINERALS
DIVISION

D-304

Floorex Tiles

B-105

Deedwaniya & Brothers

A-028

Vidres India Ceramics Pvt.Ltd.
Colorobbia Chemicals India Pvt ltd

B-121a
C-231

Saint Gobain Formula

B-156

Techno Ceram Pvt Ltd (IRAN China Clay
Industries)

D-319

Torrecid India Pvt ltd

B-131

Alteo India Aluminas Pvt. Ltd.

C-229

Amberger Kaolinwerke

B-159

2. STORAGE
EXCEL MAGNETICS

C-265

Umm Al Quwain Free Trade Zone
Authority

A-022

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

3. PROMOTE/CONVEYING
KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

AG Belting Pvt Ltd

C-277

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

Italian Trade Agency

C-213

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

4. FILLING / DOSING/FEEDING/BATCHING
KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

Sigma Instrumentation

A-021

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

BMR SPA

C-212

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

Aeon International

D-303

Bull Machines Pvt Ltd.

C-295

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

5. CRUSHING/GRINDING/MILLING
BMR SPA

C-212

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

Aeon International

D-303

Linux Magnetics

B-108

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

JYOTI INNOVISION PRIVATE LIMITED

C-305

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

Beralmar India Combustion Engineering &
Equipment Private Limited

C-261

CARBORUNDUM UNIVERSAL
LIMITED | ELECTRO MINERALS
DIVISION

D-304

Zhuhai Juhai Technology Co.,Ltd

C-296

SHREE BHAGAWATI TRADING

B-155

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

Umm Al Quwain Free Trade Zone
Authority

A-022

HLT Industry Co.,Ltd.

A-038

6. CLASSIFICATION / SEPARATION

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

Zhejiang Tianli Magnet Technology Co.,Ltd

A-025

7. MIXING/BLENDING
KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

BALAJI TRADING & GRINDING

A-002

SHIWKON DIGITEK PRIVATE LIMITED

C-292

SHREE BHAGAWATI TRADING

B-155

Sigma Instrumentation

A-021

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

8. FORM/SHAPING
MOULDIES INFOTECH LLP

A-020

HLT Industry Co.,Ltd.

A-038

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

Zhuhai Juhai Technology Co.,Ltd

C-296

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

System Ceramics India Pvt Ltd

B-111

9. GLAZING DECORATING / SURFACE
TREATMENT
BALAJI TRADING & GRINDING

A-002

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

Suntec Energy Systems

C-303

Zhuhai Juhai Technology Co.,Ltd

C-296

METCO SRL

C-220

GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI SPA

C-211

Shivam enterprise

C-267

Bond Impex

A-016

Excel Colours & Frits Ltd

A-011

Esmalglass-Itaca Grupo

B-141

sicer inkera pvt ltd

C-241

Colorobbia Chemicals India Pvt ltd

C-231

Vidres India Ceramics Pvt.Ltd.

B-121a

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

MARUTI INTELLI MECH

A-008

ALZA CERATECH

D-303

Aeon International

D-303

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL

A-004

BMR SPA

C-212

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

H A International

A-031

Astron Zircon Pvt. Ltd.

B-166

10. HEAT TREATMENT / REFRACTORIES
Suntec Energy Systems

C-303

SONYA CERAMICS

C-304

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

SHIWKON DIGITEK PRIVATE LIMITED

C-292

JYOTI INNOVISION PRIVATE LIMITED

C-305

CARBORUNDUM UNIVERSAL
LIMITED | ELECTRO MINERALS
DIVISION

D-304

Silcarb Recrystallised Pvt Ltd

B-316

11. WEIGHING,MEASURMENT AND CONTROL
SHIWKON DIGITEK PRIVATE LIMITED

C-292

Sigma Instrumentation

A-021

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL

A-004

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

BMR SPA

C-212

12. ANALYSIS AND LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT
EXCEL MAGNETICS

C-265

SHIWKON DIGITEK PRIVATE LIMITED

C-292

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

BMR SPA

C-212

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

Bruker India Scientific Pvt Ltd

D-329

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

SG Instruments Pvt ltd

D-324

Spectek Instruments Pvt. Ltd.

D-326

EIE INSTRUMENTS PVT LTD

D-310

Spectris Technologies Pvt Ltd

D-321

13. PLANT CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

Videojet Technologies (I) Pvt. Ltd.

A-019

Aeon International

D-303

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

JYOTI INNOVISION PRIVATE LIMITED

C-305

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

OFFICINE SMAC SPA

C-216

GHOSH MACHINERY AND ALLIED
PRODUCTS

A-014

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

14. ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
BMR SPA

C-212

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

sicer inkera pvt ltd

C-241

GHOSH MACHINERY AND ALLIED
PRODUCTS

A-014

15. HANDLING / PACKAGING / AUTOMATION
KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI SPA

C-211

Sigma Instrumentation

A-021

SHREE BHAGAWATI TRADING

B-155

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

Videojet Technologies (I) Pvt. Ltd.

A-019

System Ceramics India Pvt Ltd

B-111

BMR SPA

C-212

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

LB OFFICINE MECCANICHE S.P.A.

C-214

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

16. TOOLS / SPARES / REPLACEMENT PARTS
KEDAR RUBBER PRODUCTS PRIVATE
LIMITED

A-001

JYOTI INNOVISION PRIVATE LIMITED

C-305

H A International

A-031

BMR SPA

C-212

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

System Ceramics India Pvt Ltd

B-111

Hasti Belting

C-249

Comes Machine India Pvt. Ltd.

C281

Shivam enterprise

C-267

SHREE BHAGAWATI TRADING

B-155

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

17. TECHNICAL CERAMICS, COMPONENTS /
SERVICES
Silcarb Recrystallised Pvt Ltd

B-316

VALGRO ENGINEERS PRIVATE
LIMITED

A-005

sicer inkera pvt ltd

C-241

JYOTI INNOVISION PRIVATE LIMITED

C-305

Italian Trade Agency

C-213

H A International

A-031

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

Aeon International

D-303

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL

A-004

ALZA CERATECH

D-303

SHREE BHAGAWATI TRADING

B-155

BMW STEELS LTD

D-311

CHEMET

B-108

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

FOSHAN DONGHAI TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.

C-291

SONYA CERAMICS

C-304

Suntec Energy Systems

C-303

Sacmi Engineering (India) Pvt. Ltd.

C-201

MODENA TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

C-251

18. DIGITAL INKS
KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

METCO SRL

C-220

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

sicer inkera pvt ltd

C-241

Videojet Technologies (I) Pvt. Ltd.

A-019

Vidres India Ceramics Pvt.Ltd.

B-121a

Trans India Ceramics Pvt Ltd

B-121b

SCI Digital Solution Pvt ltd

C-221

Torrecid India Pvt ltd

B-131

19. DIGITAL PRINTING & TECHNOLOGY

Arrow Digital Pvt Ltd
SCI Digital Solution Pvt ltd

B161
C-221

Trans India Ceramics Pvt Ltd

B-121b

Vidres India Ceramics Pvt.Ltd.

B-121a

Videojet Technologies (I) Pvt. Ltd.

A-019

System Ceramics India Pvt Ltd

B-111

sicer inkera pvt ltd

C-241

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL

A-004

GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI SPA

C-211

Sacmi Engineering (India) Pvt. Ltd.

C-201

BALAJI TRADING & GRINDING

A-002

20. GASIFIERS
INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

21. LUBRICANTS
INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

BRUGAROLAS INDIA PVT LTD

A-012

Behdash Chemical co

D-337

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

METCO SRL

C-220

SHREE BHAGAWATI TRADING

B-155

22. RESEARCH & TRAINING ,TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER
GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI SPA

C-211

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL

A-004

Italian Trade Agency

C-213

23. INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS ,TRADE
ORGANIZATIONS,SPECIALIST LITERATURES
,MEDIA,AND SOFTWARE
ACIMAC

C-213

24. BRICK EXTRUDERS
Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

Equipceramic S.A.

C-301

GHOSH MACHINERY AND ALLIED
PRODUCTS

A-014

25. BRICK KILNS
GHOSH MACHINERY AND ALLIED
PRODUCTS

A-014

DLT Technology Co., Ltd.

A-039

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

SONYA CERAMICS

C-304

OFFICINE SMAC SPA

C-216

Silcarb Recrystallised Pvt Ltd

B-316

Beralmar India Combustion Engineering &
Equipment Private Limited

C-261

Metalcértima, S.A.

C-275

INTER SER S.P.A.

C-218

Aeon International

D-303

STELLA PROFESSIONAL

D-303

26. BRICK MAKING MACHINES
Metalcértima, S.A.

C-275

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

Equipceramic S.A.

C-301

OFFICINE SMAC SPA

C-216

GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI SPA

C-211

KEDA INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD

A-036

FOSHAN DONGHAI TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.

C-291

HLT Industry Co.,Ltd.

A-038

27. BRICK MOLDING MACHINES
OFFICINE SMAC SPA

C-216

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

28. BRICK PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES
Neptune Industries Limited

B-101

Metalcértima, S.A.

C-275

SHREE SHIVA INTERNATIONAL

A-004

BMR SPA

C-212

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

Equipceramic S.A.

C-301

OFFICINE SMAC SPA

C-216

GHOSH MACHINERY AND ALLIED
PRODUCTS

A-014

FOSHAN DONGHAI TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.

C-291

29. CLAY BUILDING MACHINES
OFFICINE SMAC SPA

C-216

De Boer Damle (India) Pvt. Ltd.

D-308

Neptune Industries Limited

B-101
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